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complexity of the notions introduced is studied. Admission of countable nondeterminism results in a 
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1. Introduction 

One of the natural assumptions concerning the execution of a nondeterministic or 
parallel program is that of fairness. In its simplest form it states that no process is 
forever denied its turn for execution. The assumption of fairness implies unbounded 
nondeterminism. To see this, consider the well-known program 

b := true; x := 0; 
dab-+x:=x+ lnb+b:=falseod 

(see Dijkstra [ 16, p. 76]), which always terminates, under the assumption of fairness, 
and assigns to x an arbitrary natural number depending on the sequence of 
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execution steps. What is more, every nondeterministic program of this kind can be 
translated into an appropriate unbounded nondeterministic program using the 
random assignment command x := ? which sets x to an arbitrary integer [5, 291. 
This close relation between fairness and unbounded (but countable) nondetermin- 
ism motivates us to a thorough study of the latter. As is well known, unbounded 
nondeterminism results in a lack of continuity of various semantic functions. For 
example, in Dijkstra [ 16, chap. 91, one can find an argument showing that admitting 
unbounded nondeterminism results in a noncontinuity of the weakest precondition 
semantics. On the other hand, Boom [ 1 l] realized that this weakest precondition 
semantics still can be straightforwardly defined by considering least fixed points of 
monotone, but noncontinuous functions. Both Broy et al [ 121 and Back [8] gave 
semantics for unbounded nondeterminism, employing variants of the discrete 
powerdomains in [30]. The former paper used least fixed points, but the latter only 
used the first w iterates (and the subsequent difficulties motivated other, continuous 
semantics-see also Back [9]). Similar issues are addressed in Park [28, 291 where 
the assumption of fair merging is also analyzed. 

In other papers the issue of complexity of these properties is raised. In particular 
Chandra [ 131 has shown that the halting problem for programs admitting un- 
bounded nondeterminism, being complete II ], is of higher complexity than truth 
in the standard model of natural numbers, being A;. Similar results concerning 
various assumptions of fairness and inevitability about simple nondeterministic 
programs were proved in Emerson and Clarke [ 171. 

In the present paper we try to consider all these issues together, concentrating 
on a simple programming language with atomic commands allowing countable 
nondeterminism (such as random assignment). In Section 2 we discuss discrete 
powerdomains and their associated state transformation functions considering both 
the Egli-Milner ordering and the Smyth ordering. The section concludes with a 
systematic presentation of predicate transformers that adapts Dijkstra’s healthiness 
conditions to the present framework and shows the isomorphism with state 
transformations based, on Smyth powerdomains (in analogy with Plotkin [3 11). In 
Section 3 we present an operational semantics, two state transformation semantics, 
and a predicate transformer semantics. The relationships between all four are 
shown. The section concludes with an analysis of the reasons why continuity fails 
in one way or another in the various published approaches to the semantics of 
countable nondeterminism. It is shown that no continuous least fixed-point se- 
mantics can exist satisfying a certain full abstraction property. The technique also 
applies to the work of De Bakker and Zucker [ 151. In Section 4 we consider a 
Hoare-style logic for total correctness and present soundness and relative complete- 
ness results; this involves the use of countable ordinals in the assertions. In Section 
5 we incorporate Chandra’s ideas into our framework discussing the halting 
problem and the definable state transformation functions and predicate trans- 
formers. The section concludes by discussing issues related to the recursion theoretic 
complexity of the assertion language and by showing that the countable ordinals 
needed in proofs are the recursive ones (see [32]). An extended abstract covering 
most of the material in this paper appeared in [6]. 

What we have shown here is that unbounded nondeterminism admits a simple 
and natural characterization that can be studied by generalizing techniques used 
for the case of deterministic or bounded nondeterministic programs. 

We believe the present work can be extended to cover some other constructs 
omitted in our analysis such as or commands, Dijkstra’s guarded commands, or 
recursive procedures. For example, the proof system we consider is a simple 
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refinement of the corresponding system for total correctness of while programs and 
an appropriate system covering the case of recursion should be a similar refinement 
of a system dealing with the total correctness of recursive procedures (e.g., [2]). In 
principle, our paper also provides a framework for studying fairness via translation 
into a language for countable nondeterminism. A proof-theoretic approach to the 
problem of total correctness of fair nondeterministic programs based on this idea 
has been recently worked out in [5]. 

Finally, note that the present paper considers only countable structures, restrict- 
ing further in the last section to the case of arithmetic. There are two possible 
directions of generalization. One would be to consider structures of any cardinality, 
but to allow only countable nondeterminism; one might have two-sorted structures, 
one sort being the natural numbers, and allow x := ? only for natural number 
variables. This would be the natural generalization when considering the origin of 
the concerns of the paper in the problems associated with fairness. Another 
direction would be to allow structures of any cardinality and random assignment 
over the domain of the structure. This is a very natural mathematical generalization, 
regarding random assignment as the computational analog of the universal quan- 
tifier, as do Hare1 and Kozen [21], for example. One would expect direct applica- 
tions of the work on inductive relations by Moschovakis [ 1, 261. 

2. Power-domains and Predicate Transformers 

In this section we begin by collecting some general information on fixed points. 
Then we give the basic definitions and properties of discrete Egli-Milner and Smyth 
powerdomains, suitably adapted from those in Plotkin [30] and Smyth [33] to 
handle countable nondeterminism, and show, following the ideas in Plotkin [31], 
how they connect up with the discrete Smyth powerdomain. 

Definition 2.1. Let P be a partial order and let A be a subset of P. Then A is 
directed if every finite subset of A has an upper bound in A; it is countably directed 
if every countable subset of A has an upper bound in A. The partial order P is a 
complete partial order (cpo) if every directed subset, A, of P has a least upper bound 
(lub), denoted by UA, and if there is a least element in P, denoted by 1. A subset 
of P is eventually constant if it contains its own least upper bound. 

For example, for any set, X, there is the flat cpo Xl which is the set X U (I) 
orderedbyxcyiffx=Iorx=y. 

Definition 2.2. Let P, Q be partial orders and let fi P + Q be a monotone 
function. Then fis continuous if whenever A G P is a directed subset with a lub, 
then f(A) has a lub, namely, f(UA) (i.e., fpreserves lubs of directed subsets); fis 
strict whenever it preserves the least element; f is w,-continuous if it preserves lubs 
of countably directed sets (recall that wI is the first uncountable ordinal). 

Definition 2.3. Let P, Q be partial orders, X a countable set. Then P x Q is the 
Cartesian product of P and Q ordered coordinatewise; X + P is the partial order 
of all functions from X to P ordered pointwise; P +,,, Q is the partial order of all 
monotone functions from P to Q ordered pointwise. 

FACT 2. I. If P is a cpo, then so is X + P; ifP and Q are cpos, so are P x Q and 
P -+,, Q. Least upper bounds are calculated pointwise or coordinatewise, as the 
case may be. 
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2.1 FIXED POINTS. For any partial order P, any monotone f: P -+ P and any 
ordinal A, define fX by 

f” =f(yj. 
Of coursef’ need not exist since Ll,&’ need not exist. (Note thatfO = f(l) when 
the least element I of P exists.) Iff’ does not exist, then for any X’ > A, f”’ does 
not exist either. Note that f” is monotonic in A. We say that (fX) h stabilizes by K 
if, whenever X > K, then f A = f”; the closure ordinal off is the least ordinal K by 
which the sequence stabilizes, and thenf is the least (pre-) fixed point off(since 
fu-7 =fr+’ = f” andf(a) E a impliesf’ c a for all A). If P is a cpo, then of course 
f” always exists and (f”)x stablizes. If additionally f is continuous, then it has 
closure ordinal 50, and iff is wr-continuous it has closure ordinal IWI . 

In Section 3 we need the following two well-known facts. 

FACT 2.2. Suppose P, Q are cpos and g: Q x P + Q is monotone. Define 
f: P+ Q byf(a) = pb.g(b, a). Then f = ph E P+, Q. [xa E P.g(h(a), a))]. 

In stating Fact 2.2 we use the p-notation where, for any partial order P, variable 
a ranging over P and expression e possibly containing a and denoting an element 
of P, the expression pa.e is the least element, a, of P such that e c a (if such an 
element exists). 

FACT 2.3. TRANSFER LEMMA. Suppose P, Q are partial orders, andf: P -B P, g: 
Q + Q are monotone functions, and h: P + Q is a strict and continuous function 
such that the following diagram commutes: 

P f ,P 

h. 

Then iff A exists, so does qx and indeed gx = h( f “). In particular, ifp.xf(x) exists 
(being anfX), then so does w.g(x) and e.g(x) = h(w.f(x)). 

PROOF. To see that gx exists when f A does, being hcf”), let us calculate (by 
ordinal induction) that 

h(f “) = h 
(( )) 
f flyif” (by definition off ‘) 

=g h KyAP 
(( 1) 

(by the diagram) 

(since h is strict and continuous) 

(by induction hypothesis) 

=g h (by definition). 
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If w.fx isf” for some X, then we have 
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w-“1 = w-x+‘) = W(f”N = gMm. 
But h(f’) = g’, by the above. So (g”),, stabilizes by X and we see that w.gx, the 
least fixed point of g, is h(f”) as required. Cl 

2.2 DISCRETE POWERDOMAINS. A meaning of a countably nondeterministic 
command is to be a function from the set of states to an appropriate partial order. 
A typical element of such a partial order will be the set of outcomes of all 
computations of the command starting in the same initial state. Depending on 
how we handle a possibly nonterminating computation, we arrive at two possible 
partial orders, both of which have already been considered in the case of bounded 
nondeterminism. 

We explore Egli-Milner and Smyth powerdomains of flat cpos, XL, with enough 
subsets to handle countable nondeterminism. To avoid some ticklish problems, we 
restrict X to being countable. Note that, even so, the Smyth powerdomain as 
defined here is not a cpo; we do not understand what significance, if any, this has 
for a possible more general theory of powerdomains for countable nondeterminism. 

Egli-Milner Order. Let Z(XJ be the set of nonempty subsets of XL ordered by 

AEB iff (VaEA. ilbEB.U!Eb)A(VbEB. 3UEA.UEb) 

(which is the same as A = B (if I B k) or as A -(I) C B (if I E A)). 

FACT 2.4. 87(X,) is a cpo with least element (I); every countably directed subset 
is eventually constant; it is closed under arbitrary nonempty unions. 

PROOF. Evidently (I) is the least element. If F G 8(X1) is a directed family, 
then Ll9 = [UF - (L)] U (I ] VA E 9.1 E A). In case F is countably directed, 
it is easy to see that LlF-a countable set-is in Z Closure under arbitrary 
nonempty unions of subsets of 8(X1) is obvious. Cl 

Note. This is where things go wrong if X is, not countable; one cannot restrict 
elements of 8(X,) to be countable if one wants g(XJ to be a cpo since Ll9, as 
defined above, need not be countable. It is a question of how many subsets one 
wants to allow versus how strong the required completeness properties of 8(X,) 
are to be. 

State Transformations. A meaning of a command will thus be a function from 
X to 8(X1). Let ET,,, stand for X + g( YJ. We call the elements of ETx,~ Egli- 
Milner state transformers. They are ordered pointwise. 

The following functions will be needed when meaning is assigned to the com- 
posite commands considered in the next section. For example, extension will be 
used for the composition construct on commands. 

Singleton. (. 1 E ETx,x. 
Union. U: ii??( -+ I. It is easily checked to be continuous. 
Extension. ForfE ETx,r define ft: 8(X1) + g( YL) by 

fyA> = Uf(A - (I)) u (I 1 I E A]. 

A function g: 27(X ) I + 8( YL) is completely linear if it preserves existing unions of 
arbitrary families of elements of g(XJ; that is, if 9 is a nonempty subset of 8(X,), 
then g(U9) = U g(F). 
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FACT 2.5. Every f + is continuous and completely linear. However, ft is not 
continuous as a function off; although it is monotonic. 

PROOF. To see f + is monotonic, suppose A E B; if I 4 A, then A = B and so 
f+(A) oft; otherwise, I E f +(A), and A - (I) C B, and 

f+(A) - U-1 = Uf(A - (4) - 14 Gf+(B). 

For continuity, we first note that complete linearity is trivial. Now if 9 is a directed 
subset of 8(X*), then there are two cases. If some A in 9 does not contain I, then 
ft(US) = f +(A) = UBES f +(B) (by monotonicity). Otherwise 

f +(Us) = ft(U~) = ;$ f+(A) (by complete linearity) 

= u f+(A) 
A&F 

(as I is in every A in 9). 

Monotonicity offt in f is obvious. To see how continuity fails, take 

f’“‘: N 4 8( (T)J 3 

where: 

Then (f(‘@ ] m E W) is directed and (Ll, f(“))(n) = (T). But then (Ll, f@“‘)+(N) = 
UW 0-L f(“))(n) = VI w h ereas (Ll, f’“)+)(N) = Ll,,, f(“)+(N) = Ll, lJnENf(“‘)(n) 
= (I, T}. (Essentially, this example appears in [ 14, p. 2691.) Cl 

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose f E ETx~Y and g E ETY,=. Then (gt 0 f)+ = gt oft. Also, 
for ( . ) : ETx,x, we have (. )+ = idg(x,), the identity function on @XL). 

PROOF. Take A in 8(X1). First consider the case where I 4 A. Then 

kt o f)+(A) = ,U, gt o f(a) 

= g+ 
( 1 

U f(a) (g+ is completely linear) 
UC4 

= g+(f +(A)). 
The other case is A LJ (I] and then 

k+ o f )+(A U f4) = (g+ o f)+(A) IJ (g.+ o f )+(4 
= g+Cf+(A)) U (4 
= s+Cf+W u (4) 
= g+Cf+(A u W). 

It is obvious that (. ) + = i&CXLj. Cl 

We can now define the composition operation “;“, which will stand for the 
meaning of the composition of commands. 

Composition. For f E ETx,Y and g E ET,,, define f; g E ETxqz by putting f; 
g=g+ of: 

FACT 2.6. The composition f ; g is continuous in f and monotone, but not 
continuous, in g. Also it is associative with units the singleton functions (that is, we 
get a category). 
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PROOF. Monotonicity is an easy calculation as is continuity inf(use the fact 
that gt is continuous). To see that continuity in g fails, adapt the example in Fact 
2.5 with Y = iV, X = 2 = (TJ, andf: T w N. For associativity we can calculate, 
using Lemma 2.1, 

f;(g;h)=(g;h)+ Of=(h+ o g)+ Of= h+ o g+ Of 
= h+ o (fig) = (f;g);h. 

Finally note that 1.) ; f = Au E X.f+((a)) = Au E X. U (f(a)] = f and f; ( ) = 
{-jtof=idof=J Cl 

Note. It is the lack of continuity off; g in g that will force us (in the semantics 
of while commands) to consider least fixed points of noncontinuous functionals. 

In the relational approach to nondeterminism advocated, for example, by Park 
[28] and Broy et al. [ 121, one handles nontermination by a termination set, which 
is the collection of all input states guaranteeing termination. It is natural then to 
define the collection ERx,~ of Egli-Milner relations as 

((R, T) E 9(X “Y) x 9(X) 1 vx E T.R(x) # 0), 

and turn it into a partial order by defining 

(R, T) C (R’, T’) iff RGR’ and TC T’ 
and Vx E T.R ‘(x) C R(x). 

But this is isomorphic to our approach, as we may define rel: ET -+ ER by 
putting rel(m) = (R,,, T,,, ) where 

xR,y = y E m(x), 
x E T, = I 4 m(x). 

Then rel is easily seen to be an isomorphism of partial orders with inverse st: 
ER + ET where 

st(R, T)(x) = R(x) U (I I x B T). 

Which approach to adopt is therefore, a matter of convenience or taste. 

Smyth Order. Let 9(X,) be 

{A CXIA #PI) u (X*), 

ordered by the superset ordering 

AcB iff A > B. 

The idea behind the choice of the elements of 9(X1) is first that all nonempty 
subsets are feasible as the results of computations, since we have countable 
nondeterminism (neglecting computability considerations) and the empty subset is 
not possible with the language we consider in the next section, as nontermination 
is recorded by 1. Furthermore, all sets containing I are identified, since no 
predicate (=postcondition) must hold on all the results if I is possible, and so all 
are equally bad. The choice of superset as the ordering has a similar motivation, 
since any predicate holding on all results must also hold for any subset of the 
results. For more discussion, see [31], [33], and [35]. 

FACT 2.7. 9(X,) has least element Xl but need not be a cpo (although if a 
subset 9 has an upper bound, its lub exists and is fW); every countubly directed 
subset is eventually constant; it is closed under arbitrary nonempty unions. 
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PROOF. Clearly XL is the least element. To see that 9(N1) is not a cpo, consider 
NEN- (O)cN- (0, 11~ . . . . If .9 C 9(X1) has an upper bound A, then fl9 
2 A and so is nonempty and therefore the lub. If 7 is countably directed, 
then n9 is nonempty and in 9. Closure under arbitrary nonempty unions is 
obvious. q 

Note. The greatest lower bound of a subset always exists being its union. 

Had we included the empty set in 9(X,), we would have obtained a cpo and 
thereby avoided the resulting difficulties (like the question of the existence of the 
Smyth denotational semantics, s9 considered below). Some alterations in the 
definitions of the Smyth relations and predicate transformers given below would 
also be needed to retain results like Theorem 2.1 -for example, one would have 
to drop the law of the excluded miracle. The empty set was included in the work 
of Milne and Milner [25], but there it had a natural interpretation as deadlock. As 
far as we can see, the decision seems to be a matter of taste. 

State Transformations. The “Smyth state transformers” from X to Y are all 
functions m: X + I. They are ordered pointwise. We call this collection 
STx,r. 

The following functions are needed in the next section. 

Singleton. ( - ) E STx,x. 
Union. U: 9(XJ2 + 9(X,). It is continuous, for, if 9, .Z? are directed sets with 

lubs, then so is (A U B] A E y, B E g’) and Ll9 U LE = U{A U BJ 
AEF,BBEj. 

Extension. For f E STx,y define ft: 9(X,) + 9( YJ by 

FACT 2.8. Every ft is monotone, but not necessarily continuous, and ft is 
completely linear (i.e., it preserves existing unions of arbitrary families of elements 
of 9(X1)); function extension, ( .)t, is monotone but not necessarily continuous. 

PROOF. Monotonicity is clear. To see the general failure of continuity take 
X = N, Y = (tt, ff) and define 

and take Acm) = (a E N ] a 2 m 1 U (0). Then LlA’“) exists, being (O}, andft(LL4’“)) 
=y((O)) = (fl’), but Uft(A(“‘)) is Ll ((tt,f]] = (tt,ff] # (fl’). Complete linearity is 
clear. The monotonicity of function extension and the failure of continuity is much 
as before. Cl 

LEMMA 2.2. (gt 0 f)t = gt 0 ft and (-It = id. 

PROOF. The proof is like that of Lemma 2.1. Cl 

Composition. For f E STX,Y and g E STY,~, define f ; g E STX,Z by f ; g = 
stof: 

FACT 2.9. The composition f; g is monotone in each argument but need not be 
continuous in either. Also it is associative with the singleton as unit. 

PROOF. Omitted. Cl 
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The relational approach is perhaps not quite so natural as in the Egli-Milner 
case. Define the set SRx,,, of the Smyth relations as 

((R, T) E 9(Xx Y) x 9(X) 1 (Vx E X.R(x) # 0) A (Vx 4 T.R(x) = Y)), 

and partially order it by 

(R, T) E (R’, T’) iff RZR’ and TG T’. 

Then the functions ST +‘e’ SR +“’ ST are defined as before and rel is an 
isomorphism of partial orders with inverse st. 

From @Xl) to 9(X1). Define ex: 8(X,) + 9(X,) by 

ex(4 = (1 Q 4, 
(I E A). 

(That is, ex(A) = (b E Xl 1 3a E A.a E b].) 
Then ex is strict, continuous, onto, and completely linear (as is easily verified). 

It is important that ex be continuous, since this is why we can live with the fact 
that 9(X,) is not a cpo-enough directed sets, for our purpose, will have limits 
since they will be images under ex of directed sets in 8(X1). 

We apply this observation in the next section where we use the strict continuous 
sujection 

ETx. Y 
Xm.ex 0 m 

’ STx,r, 

as the function h mentioned in the Transfer Lemma. In terms of the relational 
approach, we obtain a strict continuous subjection 

sr: ERx,~ + ST~,V, 

where sr = relx,y 0 ( Xm.ey 0 m) 0 stx,y; it turns out that 

sr(R, 7’) = (R U (T’ x Y), T) where T’ = X - T. 

FACT 2.10. The following diagram commutes: 

FACT 2.11. For any f E ETx,, and g E ETy,,, ez 0 cf; g) = (ey of) ; (ez * g). 

PROOF. First, we show that (ez 0 g)+ 0 ey = ez 0 gt. By strictness and complete 
linearity, it is enough to check this for arguments of the form (b) with b E Y and 
we calculate 

(ez 0 s)+ 0 4bJ) = ez 0 g(b) = e&+(VW 

Now we have (ey 0 f) ; (ez 0 g) = (ez 0 g)+ oey~f=(eZog+)~f=ezO(f;g). 0 

2.3 SMYTH POWERDOMAINS AND PREDICATE TRANSFORMERS. A predicate 
transformer from X to Y is any map p: 9(Y) --j .9$X) from the powerset of Y to 
the powerset of X such that 

(1) Law of Excluded Miracle: p(0) = 0. 
(2) Countable Multiplicativity: p(fliEU B;) = fli=w p(Bi). 

These are the appropriate healthiness conditions. The usual healthiness conditions 
imply them for (2) follows from the Stability Lemma 2.4, which is shown in [313 
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to hold for the usual predicate transformers. But noncontinuous transformers are 
allowed and must be essentially as pointed out by Dijkstra in [16, chap. 91. That 
they are exactly the right conditions will appear from the isomorphism with the 
Smyth state transformers, which we shall show, and from the role they play in the 
various semantics. 

We take PTx,y to be the set of predicate transformers from X to Y (dropping 
here and in STx,r the subscripts when they can be understood from the context) 
and ordered pointwise as follows: 

pEq iff VBG Y.p(B) C q(B). 

Now for any m E ST*,, define, for B !Z Y, 

wp(m, B) = (a E XI m(a) C BJ, 

so wp is the weakest precondition function. 

Note. If I is in m(a), then a is not in wp(m, B). 

LEMMA 2.3. The function wp(m, .) is a predicate transformer and wp(m, -) is 
monotone in m. 

PROOF. It is a straightforward verification that wp(m, .) is in PT. Suppose 
m C_ m’ and a E wp(m, B). Then m’(a) G m(a) C B (note reversal of order!), 
demonstrating the required monotonicity. •i 

So now we have a monotone w: ST --, PT where 

4m)(B) = wp(m, B) 

and we even show it is an isomorphism. 

LEMMA 2.4. (STABILITY). Suppose we havep in PTx.= and a in X with a E p(Y). 
Then there is a nomempty set, min( p, a), such that 

VB G Y.(a E p(B) t) min(p, a) !l B). 

PROOF. Let bO, bl, . . . , be an enumeration of those elements b of Y such that 
there is a set B C Y with b 4 B and a E p(B). (If there are none, we can take 
min(p, a) = Y.) Let Bo, BI, . . . be an enumeration of subsets of Y where bi 4 Bi 
and a E p(Bi). Put M = fl Bi. We now show that we can take min(p, a) to be M. 
Since p is a predicate transformer, it follows from condition (2) and a E p(Bi) that 
a E p(M) and so by condition (1) that A4 is nonempty. So if A4 C B, then 
a E p(B). Conversely, suppose that a E p(B), but that, for the sake of contradic- 
tion, M $L B. Then there is some b in A4 but not B, and so b must be a bi and then 
b 4 Bi > fl Bi = M, contradicting b E M. Cl 

Now we can define o-r: PTx,y + ST,,, by 

Op)(a) = 
-i 
mink 4 (a E PVN, yl (a @ P(Y)). 

Note that this uses the fact that min(p, a) is nonempty. 

LEMMA 2.5. The function 0-l is monotonic. 

PROOF. Suppose p c q and take a in X. If w-‘(p)(a) = I, we have o-‘(p)(a) E 
w-‘(q)(a). Otherwise, a E p(Y) C q(Y), and so w-‘(p)(a) = min(p, a) and w-‘(q)(u) 
= min(q, a). Since a E p(min((p, a)) G q(min(p, a)), we have min(p, a) > 
min(q, a) (by the Stability Lemma applied to q), which means that w-‘(p)(a) E 
w-‘(q)(a). 0 
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THEOREM 2.1 (ISOMORPHISM). The function w : ST E PT is an isomorphism of 
partial orders with inverse w-l. 

PROOF. We already know from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 that w and w-’ are 
monotone; it remains to show they are inverses. First we show w-’ 0 w = idsT. 
Take m in ST and a in X. We have m(a) = I iff a B wp(m, I’) = w(m)(Y). So if 
m(a) = I, we have [w-’ 0 w’(m)](a) = I = m(a). 

Otherwise, [w-‘(w(m))](a) = min(w(m), a). Now a E w(m)(B) t, a E wp(m, B) 
.H m(a) E B; so by the Stability Lemma, when m(a) # L, min(w(m), a) = m(a), 
and so [w-’ 0 w(m)](a) = m(a) in this case too. 

Finally we show w 0 W-I = idPT. For p in PT and B in Y we have 

w(w-‘(~W) = w~(w-‘(P), B) = (a I w-%0(a) C BJ 
= (a 1 a E p(Y) A min(p, a) C B) 
= k4af%Ul A aEp(BN 
= P(B). 0 

This theorem and its analog in Plotkin [31] should have a common generaliza- 
tion involving various degrees of nondeterminism (and corresponding notions of 
continuity). 

FACT 2.12 

(1) wp(Uim;, B) = fli wp(mi, B). 
(2) WP((-), B) = B. 
(3) w(m ; m’, B) = wp(m, w(m’, B)). 

PROOF 

(1) We have wp(Ui mi, B) = wp(n mi, B) = ~(fl m,)(B) = (ni w(mi))B (by the 
Isomorphism Theorem) = n wp(mi, B) = fl v(mi, B). 

(2) Obvious. 
(3) We have 

wp(m; m’, B) = (a 1 m; m’(a) C B) 
= (a 1 m’+(m(a)) C Bj 
= (a I I 4 m(a) A U m’(m(a)) _C B) 
= {a I I 4 m(a) A V b E m(a).m’(b) C B) 
= (a I I 4 m(a) A m(a) C (b I m’(b) C BJI 
= {a I I 4 m(a) A m(a) C wp(m’, B)J 
= wp(m, w-W’, W 0 

Finally, we can connect up the relational approach and predicate transformers 
as we now have an isomorphism pt : SR % PT where pt = w 0 st. It turns out that 
pt is given by 

pt(R, T)(B) = {x E TI R(x) ,c BJ. 

The inverse pt-’ is given by the formula 

F’(p) = (((4 19 I x E P(Y) 2 Y E min(p, 41, P(Y)). 

3. Semantic Issues 

In this section we consider four semantics of a simple programming language of 
commands allowing countable nondeterminism and establish the relationships 
between the various semantics. Then we give some general results that no reason- 
able continuous models (in a sense to be spelled out) exist. The first semantics is 
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operational being given as a transition relation between configurations and specified 
axiomatically. The next two are standard nondeterministic state-transformation 
semantics based on the two discrete powerdomains we considered in Section 2. 

Here we differ from Back [S], who defines a semantics based on 8(X1) but where 
the semantics of while-loops is defined as the limit of the first o iterates. He points 
out that this does not capture the correct notion of termination and then considers 
alternative semantics; we follow Broy et al. [ 121 and carry the iterates to enough 
stages (at most all countable ordinals) to reach the least fixed point. Then with this 
definition, Theorem 3.2 shows that the operational and denotational semantics are 
identical. 

Further, Theorem 3.1, shows that the semantics based on the Smyth order is a 
projection, under eX, of the semantics based on the Egli-Milner ordering, and 
Corollary 3.1 then relates it to the operational semantics. Then we give a predicate 
transformer semantics, again iterating through suitable ordinals, following Boom 
[ 1 I], and we show in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 that it is isomorphic to the 
semantics based on the Smyth order (following the ideas in Plotkin [3 11). Corollary 
3.3 relates the predicate transformer semantics to the operational semantics. 

Finally, we turn to the negative result that no semantics of a general type can 
exist. First we consider semantics based on cpos. Any such semantics should satisfy 
certain properties, just to lit into the program of denotational semantics founded 
by Scott and Strachey: The semantics should be continuously compositional and 
least fixed point (definitions given below). Then Theorem 3.4 shows that no such 
semantics can exist, which agrees with the operational semantics by giving the 
same equalities between programs (perhaps via a so-called abstraction function). 
Next, as mentioned above, we widen the framework to Ti, spaces in order to 
include approaches based on metric spaces [ 15, 271. We feel this work shows 
just why noncontinuous functions have arisen in the treatment of countable 
nondeterminism. 

Throughout the rest of the paper we consider a simple programming language 
whose set of commands is parameterized on the following two sets: 

First, Acorn is the set of atomic commands, ranged over by the metavariable A. 
Second, BExp is the set of Boolean expressions, ranged over by B. Then, Corn is 
the set of commands of the language, ranged over by S and generated by the 
following grammar: 

S::=skipAIS;SIifBthenSelseSfiIwhileBdoSod. 

We assume a countable unanalyzed set X of states (ranged over by u) and we 
further assume we are given two semantic functions: 

a’ : Acorn -+ (X + 9(X) - (0)), 
L&’ : BExp + (X + (tt, $-I), 

where (tt,f] is of course the set of truthvalues. 
The assumption that for any u E X &[A](a) is a nonempty and (necessarily) 

countable subset of X means that atomic commands are assumed to be always 
terminating and countably nondeterministic statements. A particular choice for A 
might be the statement x := ? meaning set x to any value. If there were only one 
variable that could appear in the language, we could give the semantics of x := ? 
by putting for any u 

aqx := ?](a) =x. 

We now provide three different semantics for commands. 
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3.1. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. We defme a function 

Op: Corn + (XL --, 8(&J) 

by considering a transition relation + between configurations, that is, pairs (S, a) 
consisting of a command and a state. We define + by the following clauses: 

(i) (A, a) + (skip, a’) if 6’ E &[A](a). 
(ii) If (S,, a) + (S ;, a’) then (S,; S, a) + (S;, S, a’). 

(iii) (skip ; S, a) --* (S, u). 
(iv) (1) (if B then S1 else S’Z fi, a) + (S, a) ifA?‘[B](u) = tt, 

(2) (if B then SI else SZ fi, a) + (&, a) if A?[B](u) =fl 
(v) (1) (whileBdoSod,u)+(S;whileBdoSod,u)if.%’[B~(u)=tt, 

(2) (while Bdo Sod, a) + (skip, a) ifS[B](u) =g 
. . 

Intuitively, (S,, u ) + ( &, u ’ ) means that one step of execution of Si in state 
u can lead to state u’ with Sz being the remainder of Si to be executed. 

Definition 3.1. S can diverge from u (equivalently, may not terminate from a) 
iff there exists an infinite sequence (Si, ui) (i = 0, 1, . . .) such that 

(S, a) = (So, co> + (Sl, u1) + (S2, u2) ---* *** * 

Notes 

(1) If S # skip, then for any u there are Si and u’ such that (S, a) + (S’, a’) 
(i.e., S can be executed for at least one step). This property can be termed 
absence of blocking and is evidently dependent on the syntax of our program- 
ming language. For example, it does not hold in the case of Dijkstra’s control 
structures (see [ 161). 

(2) The set l( S’, a’) 1 (S, U) + (S’, a’)) is always countable (since Xis assumed 
to be countable). 

Definition 3.2. We define the function Op by 

Op[S](a) = (u’ 1 (S, a) +* (skip, a’)] U (I 1 Scan diverge from u). 

Of course, +* is the transitive reflexive closure of --*. 
The following characterization of Op will be used in what follows. 

LEMMA 3.1. Op is the least function of type 

9: Corn + (X+&Y(&)) such that for all U, F[skip](u) = (a), 
and, for S # skip and any u 

9-[sg(u) = u p-[sq(d) 1 (s, u) +- (s, d)). 
The ordering we are referring to is pointwise: 

FBF’ #for all S and u, sqsn(u) E 9-qsg(u). 

PROOF. Obviously, Op satisfies the above equations. Consider any F that 
satisfies them. By induction on the length of the derivation we get that (S, a) +* 
(skip, u’) implies U’ E F[S](u). This shows that Op[S](a) E 9[S](a) in the 
case S can diverge from u. In the other case the relation +, restricted to the pairs 
(S’, a’) such that (S, a) +* (S’, u’), is well founded. We prove by induction 
with respect to this well-founded ordering that Op[SJ(a) = Y[S](a). 
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The case S = skip is clear. Otherwise, 

mISll(~) = u l~um~‘) I (S, u> ---*(S’, a’>) 
= u (Op[S’J(fJ’) 1 (S’, u) + (S’, Q ’ ) ) (by the inductive assumption) 
= OPlINl(a). Cl 

We shall also need the following facts about Op. 

LEMMA 3.2 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Op[A] = Xu E X. M[A](u). 
OPI[S, ; 5-d = opum om2n 
(the second “; ” is the composition operation defined in Section 2). 
Op[if B then S, else S2 fin = AU E X. if &J~Bj(u) then Op[SJ(u) 

else Op[s2](~). 
Let m = Op[while B do S odj. Then for all u 

m(u) = if 9[B](u) then (Op[S]; m)(u) else (a). 

PROOF 

(1) Trivial. 
(2) We have 

u’EO~[S,;S~~(U) iff (S,;S2,u)-+*(skip,a’) 
iff 3 u,[(S,, a) +* (skip, aI) 

and ( SZ, aI) +* (skip, a’)] 
iff 3 u~[u, E Op[SJj(a) and U; E Opl[S2~(al)] 
iff d~op[s,~;opl[s~](~). 

Also I E Op[[S, ; S2n(u) iff S, ; S2 can diverge from u and this happens in 
one of these two cases: 

(a) S1 can diverge from a; 
(b) 3~‘[ ( S, , a) +* (skip, a’) and S2 can diverge from u ‘1 which by definition 

of the composition operation are just the two cases when I E (Op[Sil ; 
aw2n)w. 

(3) Straightforward by definition. 
(4) The case in which S[B](u) =flis obvious. In the other cases we have 

m(u) = Op(lS; while B do S odn(u) (by Lemma 3.1) 
= mum ; m)W (by case 2). cl 

3.2 DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS. We define now two functions 

9~: Corn + ETx,x and ~2~: Corn + ST,Y,X 

by the same type of equations. Let 9 be, indifferently, .% or 9~. We define 

(i) BI[skipj = { . ) (the singleton function defined in Section 2). 
(ii) SI[A] = Xu E X. ti[A](u). 
(iii) 9[[S, ; s2n. = aus,n; 9qs2n. 
(iv) L@[[if B then S, else S2 fin(u) = if SUB](u) then 9[SJJ(u) 

else gus2n(d 
(v) g[while B do Sod] = pm.Xu E X. if .@[TB](u) then (.9[Sjj ; m)(u) else (CT). 
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Note. Y(XJ need not be a cpo, so ~3~ might not be well defined in case (v). 
To show this is not the case, we prove 

THEOREM 3.1. For all S, the function gy is well defined and 

ex 0 %UVl = -%UYl 

(ex is the projection of 8(X1) onto 9(X1) defined in Section 2). 

PROOF. By induction on the structure of S, following the definition of 98. 

(i) By Fact 2.10. 
(ii) Trivial. 

(iii) We have 

exo%US~ ;&II =ex~(%USll;%U~dl) 
=(ex~~~IIS,n);(ex~~~[[S,n) (byFact2.11) 
=a4sln;aw2n (by inductive assumption) 
=.wm ;s2n. 

(iv) Obvious. 
(v) Let S be while B do S1 od. For 9 E (8,Y) let C: (X + 9(X1)) + 

(X + /(XL)) be defined by +&z) = AU E X. if S?[B](u) then 
cmsd ; m)GWse kd. 

Then both +‘Ep and & are well defined and monotone. Now ET is a cpo, so 
em.& exists being some + f. In fact we have %l[S]l = ~m.%&z). To show 
km.$&m) exists is sufficient to show that the following diagram commutes: 

ET %--ET 

Xm.ex 0 m 
I I 

Xm.ex 0 m 

ST G+-ST 

and use the Transfer Lemma. 
For any m E ET and u E X we have 

(ex 0 &(m))(u) = ex (if .%‘[B](u) then (&S&S,] ; m(u) else {u)) 
= if &?‘[B](u) then ex 0 @g[S,]I ; m)(u) else ex((u)) 
= if S?[B](u) then ((ex 0 %-[S,]) ; (ex 0 m))(u) else (u) 

(by Facts 2.10 and 2.11) 
= 9&ex 0 m)(u) (by inductive assumption). 

Hence by the Transfer Lemma pm.Q&m) exists and 

ex 0 ctm.%(m) = wz.h4m), 

showing that 

ex 0 gg[sg = 5a9usn. 0 

To tie up ~3~ with the operational semantics, we first prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.3. S& satisfies the equations of Lemma 3.1. 
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PROOF. By induction on the structure of S. The case S = skip is clear: 

S = A ; .L&[AJJ(u) = &[A]l(a) 
= (a’ 1 (A, o) + (skip, a’)) 
= U {9dS’Na’) I (A, u) + (S’, u’)]; 

S = S1 , S2; subcase S, # skip 
.ms, ; s2nw = cms,n ; ms2nw 

= ~ds2n+mvwd) (by the definition of ;) 
= .ms2n+w kwwnw) 1 (sl, 4 --, w, a) 

(by inductive assumption) 
= u a4s2n+mww~~ 1 ch, d ---, w, 4 

(by complete linearity) 
= u m-w ; s2w) i 6, 4 --, w, 0) 

= u a4sw4 I 6s ; s2, d + w, 4 
(by the definition of ;) 

subcase S1 = skip 

Sdskip; s2nw = .9ds2nw 
= U (9&T’](d) I (skip; S,, U) ---) (S’, 6’)) 

S = if B then S, else S2 fi; straightforward. 
S = while B do S od; by cases whether .%‘[Bj(u) is tt or8 

subcase: tt; .% [while B do S ad](u) 
= L&l[S] ; L&[while B do Sod](a) 
= .?& I[S; while B do S ad](u) 
= U (.&I[S’](u’) I (while B do S od, U) + (S’, a')) 

subcase:ff; trivial Cl 

THEOREM 3.2. ~3~ = Op. 

PROOF. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we have Op c .&. We prove the converse by 
induction of S using Lemma 3.2. 

A, skip; there g8[[S] = Op[S]l by Lemma 3.2.1. 
Sr ; S2; straightforward using Lemma 3.2.2. 
if B then Sr else S2 fi; straightforward using Lemma 3.2.3. 
while B do S, od; let m = Op[S]. We have 
AU E Xif %qBJJ(u) then (.C&[[S,] ; m)(a) else (u) 

E AU E Xif B[B](u) then (Op[SJ ; m)(u) else(u) (by induction hypothesis) 
=m (by Lemma 3.2.4). 

So m is a prefixed point of the functional of which .981[S] is the least one. Thus 
.fagcsn E m. 0 

COROLLARY 3.1 (OPERATIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF D9) 

(1) If S cannot diverge from u then 

d E awns iff (S, U) +* (skip, a’). 

(2) I E gyl[SJJ(u) ,$-Scan divergefrom U. 

PROOF. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Cl 
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3.3 WEAKEST PRECONDITION SEMANTICS. Let PT be the set of all predicate 
transformers from X to X as defined in Section 2. 

We define now a function Y: Corn + PT, which we call the weakest precondition 
semantics (wp semantics). 

(i) T[skipJ/ = id. 
00 ~U4KR) = wpWU4L RI 

(where wp is the function defined in Section 2). 
(iii) Vl[S, ; S,] = ZYl[S,] 0 W[&]. 
(iv) T[if B then S, else S2 fin(R) = [9I[B]-‘(tt) fl W[S,]l(R)] 

u wuwm n wus2wi. 
(v) W[while B do S odjj(R) 

= pi G ~.wwwtt~ n msnm u wwn-*w) n ~1). 
It is clear that W is well defined, since 5V [S] is monotone and so the corresponding 
function in case (v) is monotone as well and therefore has a least fixed point. 
However, we also wish to prove that for each S, W[S]l is a predicate transformer. 
This follows directly from the next theorem, which also, when taken together with 
Corollary 3.2 below, demonstrates the equivalence of the weakest precondition 
semantics and the Smyth state transformation semantics. 

THEOREM 3.3. For all S E Corn and R c X we have 

w.awn, RI = ~UsnUo 
PROOF. By structural induction on S. Case (i) follows from Fact 2.12.2. Case 

(ii) is trivial and case (iii) follows from Fact 2.12.3. For case (iv) we calculate 

wp(g9[if B then SI else S2 fin, R) 
= (U 1 if LZ?[B~(CT) then 9&S&g) else .9pI[&I(a) c R) 
= lu 1 9pn(a) = tt A s9p,n(u) c RJ 

u b I 9mw = #-A 2cds2nw c ~1 
= [=52mW(tt) n wpmdsd, RN 

u [.%?[[[BIJ-r(J) n wp(.@9[S2], R)] (by induction hypothesis) 
= WI[if B then St else S2 fin(R). 

For case (v), where S = while B do S, od, we first define two functions. 
Let 4~ ST + ST be defined by 

@(m)(u) = if z@‘I[Bn(u) then (g9[S,n ; m)(a) else (u) 

and G: 9(X) x 9(X) + 9(X) by 

w2, R) = ~~uww n mm2n(Q)i u wwn-w) n RI 
(G is clearly monotone). 

Then wp(&[while B do SI odJ)(R) = wp(pm.@(m), R) and 

W[while B do S, odJJ(R) = pQ.G(Q, R) 
= bJXQ.W(Q), Q))(R) (by Fact 2.2). 

To prove the claim it suffices now to show that wp(pm.@(m), R) = (&*(f))(R) 
where 

9: WV) ;;f ~07) - @w7 + ~“(XN m 

is defined by 

W)(Q) = W(Q), Q). 
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We prove this using the Transfer Lemma. First we prove that the following 
diagram commutes: 

@J 
ST ,ST 

Xm. XR.wp(m, R) 
I I 

Xm.XR.wp(m, R) 

(~“(m + am f vv) + 9(m) m M 
We have 

v(+(m), RI = [~I[Bl-‘W) n w~(.%B~dl; m, RI 

u B’IPII-‘(IT-) n wp(( - 1, RI1 
= [9[Bj-‘(tt) n w~(.~~IJS,~, wp(m, R))] (by Fact 2.12) 

u L-QWll-‘UT) n RI 
= PWD-‘<tt> n~lLM(wp(m, RN1 (by induction hypothesis) 

wawwuw 
= Wv(m, RI, RI 
= WW.wh Q))(R), 

as required. 
Clearly @J and il! are monotonic and, by the Isomorphism Theorem wp(m, .) is 

strict and continuous in m. Since pm.@(m) = gy[while B do SI od], pm.+(m) 
exists being a V. We can now apply the Transfer Lemma owing to which we get 
that pJQ(f) exists and equals XR.wp(pm.q(m), R), which establishes the claim. Cl 

COROLLARY 3.2. For all S in Corn, we have 

gp[sn = o-l(w[sn). 

PROOF. Immediate from Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 2.1. Cl 

COROLLARY 3.3 (OPERATIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF WP SEMANTICS). For all 
commands S and predicates R a state IS is in W[S]l(R) iffS cannot diverge from u 
and whenever ( S, u ) +* (skip, a’) then (r’ E R. 

PROOF. By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.3. Cl 

3.4 CONTINUOUS SEMANTICS. In all the above semantics for unbounded non- 
determinism we have seen failures of continuity. Now we show that these failures 
are essential: In a sense to be made precise, no reasonable continuous semantics 
can exist. The ideas generalize to arbitrary T, topological spaces. In particular, 
we show that no reasonable semantics can exist using complete metric spaces and 
the Banach fixed-point theorem (as one would desire following Nivat [27] and 
de Bakker and Zucker [ 151). 

First we should decide what, in general, a continuous semantics should be, and 
even what a semantics should be. At the very least we should have a function 

59 Corn + D, 

where D is a structured set of some kind, and we call any such function a semantics. 
But more is required to follow the spirit of denotational semantics as practiced by 
Scott and Strachey and many others: The meaning of a command should be a 
function of the meaning of its parts. To formalize this idea, consider command 
contexts, which are just “commands with holes in them”; they can be defined by a 
grammar with the same rules as those for commands plus the rule C ::= [ 1; then 
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by C[ S] is meant the command obtained from C by replacing every occurrence of 
1 I by S. 

Definition 3.3. A semantics F: Corn + D is compositional if for every context 
C, there is a function @?‘l[C& D -P D such that for every command S 

If D is a cpo, then g is continuously compositional if r?[Cg can always be taken to 
be continuous. 

To see the connection with the usual semantic equations, suppose there is a 
binary function, ;: D2 + D and for each b in BExp there are functions if,: 
D2 + D and whilee: D + D such that the following equations always hold: 

$F’[if B then S else S’ fin = if,&?[[SJ, %‘[S]l) 
%‘[while B do S odn = while&g[Sg). 

Then 8 is compositional. Furthermore, if these functions can be taken to be 
continuous, then @ is continuously compositional. (As to the converses, if %? is 
compositional, the required functions exist, but continuous ones need not exist 
even if %? is continuously compositional. In fact a more appropriate general theory 
would consider contexts with several different kinds of holes; our notion is really 
only that of wary compositionality. However, since our present purpose is to 
establish negative results, it is actually better for us to consider the weaker unary 
notion.) 

Usually the meaning of iterative commands is given as a least fixed point. 

Definition 3.4. Let D be a partial order (cpo). A semantics 8: Corn + D is a 
(continuous) least fixed-point semantics if it is (continuously) compositional and 
the (continuous) %[Cn can be taken so that g[while B do S odj = pd E D.+(d), 
where 9 = E?‘l[if B then S; [ ] else skip fin. 

Now we decide how to formulate the requirement that the semantics be reason- 
able-it is clearly not enough just to ask for a continuous least fixed-point semantics 
since any constant @ with range a cpo would do. It is natural to look for conditions 
involving the operational semantics, Op: Corn + ETxJ. Consider the condition 
that the denotational semantics determines the operational semantics. This 
amounts to saying that, if two commands have the same denotational meaning, 
then they should have the same operational meaning. So define the operational 
equivalence relation between commands by 

S=S’ if op[sn = op[sq. 
Then the condition is that %Y’[Sn = ‘Z[S’n always implies S = S’. But we can 
reasonably ask for more, that denotational equivalence determines operational 
equivalence in all contexts. So let us say that a semantics %? is correct iff for all 
commands S, S’, and contexts C 

qpg = zqsq 3 vc.cp] = qsq. 
(Note that correctness is no stronger than the first condition when 8 is composi- 
tional, and, in fact, for our language of commands it is shown in Example 3.1 
below that correctness is no stronger without any conditions in g.) 
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Let us also say that a semantics B is complete if the converse of correctness 
holds, which is that for all commands S, S’ 

VC.C[S] = C[S’] 3 iF:l[s]l = 5?‘[S’]. 

If G? is both correct and complete, we call itfi& abstract; the idea is that it makes 
exactly the distinctions between commands needed to decide their operational 
behavior in all contexts. (See [lo] and 1221 for other work on full abstraction.) 

It might be argued that full abstraction is too demanding and that one can use 
“concrete” meanings to define G? and then provide the “abstract” meanings by an 
“abstraction” function. So let us say that ab: D + E is a fill abstraction function 
for a semantics %: Corn -+ D if for all commands S, S’ we have 

ab(%‘[SII) = ab(E:[S’]I) iff VC.C[S] = C[S’] 

(and it will be obvious what implications constitute correctness and completeness 
for abstraction functions). 

Let us see examples of semantics that fulfill as many conditions as possible. 

Example 3.1. The semantics 98: Corn + ET X,X is a least fixed-point semantics 
and since it is equal to Op by Theorem 3.2 it is fully abstract. (Note that this 
justifies our earlier comment on correctness as it shows that operational equivalence 
is substitutive in the sense that for all commands S, S’ 

s = S’ 3 VC.C[S] = C[S’].) 

But 98 is not continuously compositional. For example consider the case in which 
X = N and there are commands x := ?, x := 0, and S,,, (for m > 0) defining the 
state transformers Xn. N, Xn. (O}, and f(“‘) where 

(much as in the proof of Fact 2.5). Now suppose, for the sake of contradiction, 
that there is indeed a continuous @ = %[x := ?; [ ]]1 (of course, it will not be the 
one used to define 9g). But now we can calculate that 

An.(O) = &[x := ?; x := 01 = aqag[[x := og) = @(kz.{O)) 
= a(! f(m)) = 5;;1 qf(m)) = ; qqs,n) 

= I-J .sg[x := ?; s,n = ; h.(O, I) 

= Xn.(O, I), 

which is the required contradiction. 

Example 3.2. It is possible to find a continuous least fixed-point semantics 
with a full abstraction function that is, however, not continuous. Let NY be the 
cpo of all countably infinite sequences of elements of N1, ordered pointwise; its 
elements u = (a, )n are to be thought of as oracles giving integer answer u,, if that 
is not I to query number n. The semantics is 

Oracle: Corn + (X + (NY + Xl)). 

We assume available a function 8: Acorn -+ (X + (N + X)), which indexes .GP’ is 
the sense that ti [A](x) = y [A](x)(N). The semantic clause for atomic commands 
is then 

Oracle[Al(x)( u) = < uAn(x)(ao) (if a0 # I), 
(if a0 = I). 
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The clause for compositions is 
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OracleUS ; S2llM~) = OracleUS2D(OracleUS~Do((u2n)n~~))((u2n+~)n~,), 

and the other clauses are omitted, being evident. 
Each f: NY + XL can be regarded as a subset of XL parameterized on total 

oracles, and so we define a function Range: (NY + X1) + Z?fX,j, by 

Ran&f) = VW I w E NY, 

and now define ab: (X + (NY + XL)) + (X + 8(&)) by 

ah(m) = Range 0 m. 

Then .G& = ab 0 Oracle, and so ab is indeed a full abstraction function; but, 
unfortunately, neither it nor Range is continuous (the proofs are omitted). Another 
continuous least fixed-point semantics has been given by Back [7]. 

Example 3.3. By a little trick we can construct a fully abstract continuously 
compositional semantics 8: Corn + D. Take D to be the flat cpo (.%l[S~ 1 S E 
CO~)~ and define $9 by 

However $Y is not a least fixed-point semantics, although in an obvious sense it is 
a maximal fixed-point semantics. It is open whether there is such a maximum 
fixed-point semantics. 

Now we state in what sense no reasonable continuous semantics can exist. First, 
fix the language (to some extent) by assuming that the Boolean expressions true 
and x > 0 are in BExp and that the atomic commands x := 0, x := x - 1, and 
x := ? (where x is a fixed identifier) are in Acorn; assume too that .w’ and 9 have 
the obvious definitions for these expressions and the commands to determine their 
operational semantics. 

'THEOREM 3.4. There is no continuous least $xed-point semantics that has a 
continuous full abstraction function. (And in particular there is no fully abstract 
continuous least fixed-point semantics.) 

Note how close the above examples have come to satisfying all the conditions. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 will proceed via two lemmas; the idea is as in the 
calculation of Example 3.1, but, in order to obtain the lub of a suitable increasing 
sequence like thef’“) there, we express x := 0 as an iterative program and use the 
least fixed-point property. 

In the proofs we assume (for the sake of contradiction) that $9: Corn + D is a 
continuous least fixed-point semantics ab: D + E is a continuous full abstraction 
function. The first lemma uses the notation Q to denote the command while true 
do skip od. 

LEMMA 3.4. For all contexts C and commaqds S 

ab@‘lL~[Qlll) c aWUC[~ln). 
PROOF. First define S,, inductively by SO = S and A’,+, = if true then skip; S,, 

else skip B. Since S = S, and operational equivalence is substitutive, by the 
completeness of ab we have 

aW~UCKLll0 = ab(WKLSIll). 
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Next define w,, inductively by wo = I and w,,+~ = +(w,J, where 

Q = @?[[if true then skip; [ ] else skip fill. 

Now we show by induction that 

wn c iF[S,]. 
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For n = 0 this is clear. For n + 1 we calculate 

E G@?‘l[S,,]l) (by induction hypothesis) 
= ‘Z[if true then skip; S,, else skip fin 
= qv,+,n. 

And now we see that 

aWW[Qlll) = WWDWtW 
= ab(‘SQCn Ll w,) 

= y ab(ST[Cjw,) 

E Ll ab(%‘[C~~[[[s,J) (by above) 

= 9 ab(~UWnlll) 
= aW@W[SlD) (by above). Cl 

In the next lemma we use the notation W, for an iterative command W of the 
form while B do S od, defined inductively by 

wo = n, 
W,,, = if B then S; W, else skip fi. 

LEMMA 3.5 Let W = while B do S od be an iteration. Then ab(E[C[ WJj) is 
increasing in n andfor any context C 

ab@WWln) = y a~@WWnlD). 

PROOF. Define contexts C,, inductively by Co = [ ] and C,,,, = if B then S; C,, 
else skip fi. Clearly W,, = C, [Q] and W,+, = C,[ WI], and so Lemma 3.4 tells us 
that ab(%‘[C[ W,,]J) is increasing. Equally, since W = C,,[ w], we also have that 
ab(Sl[C[ W,]n) c ab(%?[C[ l+‘jjj) by completeness, and so 

a~@‘UCWlll) J y aWWV+XD, 

and it remains to prove the converse relation. For this define w, inductively by 
putting w. = I and w,+~ = ‘Z[if b then S; [ ] else skip fin(w,,). 

Note that since SZ is a continuous least fixed-point semantics ‘ZQFVJ = Ll,. An 
easy induction like that in the proof of the previous lemma shows that 

and we calculate that 

WWIWVll) = -w~ucn(~uwn)) 
= abWLCll(U ~4 
= Ll ab(E?I[Cn(w,)) (by the continuity of g’l[Cg and ab) 
c U ab(59’[C]I(27Lw,n)) 
= U ab(%?[C[W,]jj). cl 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. Let W be the iterative program while x > 0 do x := 
x - 1 od. Clearly (x := ?; W) = x := 0. Let (x := 0 or a) abbreviate x := ?; if 
x > 0 then Cl else skip fi (lacking a nondeterministic choice command). We show 
by considering the approximations, W,, of W, that ab(%[x := 0 or QJ) is equal to 
ab(g[x := ?; WI) and hence to ab@[x := On). This will prove the theorem as 
clearly (x := 0 or Q) f (x := 0) and so ab cannot be correct, as assumed. 

First we see by induction that x := ?; W,+i = x := 0 or Q. For n = 0 we have 

x := ?; W, = x := ?; if x > 0 then x := x - 1; D else skip fi 
= (x := 0 or a) (since (x := x - 1; Q) = a). 

For n + 1 we have 

x:=?; Wn+2 =x:=?; ifx>O thenx:=xA 1; IV,+, elseskipfi 
= x := ?; if x > 0 then x := ?; I+‘,+, else skip fi 
= x := ?; if x > 0 then (x := 0 or Q) else skip fi (by induction) 
=(x:=OorQ). 

And now we can calculate that 

ab@[x:= ?; WI) = ,l ab(‘Z[x:= ?; WnJJ) (by Lemma 3.5 dropping the first term) 

=ab(‘Z’[x:=OorQn) (by the above), 

thereby concluding the proof. Cl 

Note that only a few simple instances of the completeness of the full abstraction 
function were used in the proof; the reader may enjoy enumerating them. 

A version of Theorem 3.4 holds in any topological space (all spaces are assumed 
to be T,). A certain amount of-mostly standard-topological background is 
needed. 

Definition 3.5. If D is a cpo, the Scott topology on D is defined by putting V 
open iff (i) y is in V whenever x is and x E y and (ii) if the lub of a directed set is 
in V, then so is some element of the set. Let X be a To-space. The specialization 
order on X is defined by x c y iff V open V.x E V > y E V. If xn is a sequence of 
elements in X, then lim x,, = x means that, if x is in a given open set then almost 
all the x, are. 

Notes. The Scott topology is always To. The specialization order is always a 
partial order; in T,-spaces, it is equality. If taken from the Scott topology, it is the 
original partial order. If D and E are cpos, then f: D + E is continuous iff it is 
continuous with respect to the associated topologies, and so there is no confusion 
between two different notions of continuity. Limits are unique in Hausdortf spaces 
but not in To-spaces where we do have that if limx, = y and almost all the x, are 
equal, say to x, then y E x.‘In a cpo if x, is an increasing sequence, then limx, = 
yiffyGUx,. IffiX + Y is a continuous map of T&spaces and limx, = x in X, 
then limf(x,,) = f(x) in Y, also fis monotonic with respect to the specialization 
order. 

Now we shall see that there is no continuously compositional semantics 8: Corn 
+ X with a continuous full abstraction function ab: X + Y (in the obvious senses), 
where X, Y are To-spaces, and that the following two conditions hold: 

(1) For all contexts C and commands S, ab(%?[C[n]n) c ab(s[C[S]n). 
(2) For all iteration commands W, lim@?[W,J = ‘Z?[Wg. 

(Condition (1) is just the generalization of Lemma 3.4 to To-spaces and condition 
(2) replaces the least fixed-point condition.) 
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First we show that the generalization of Lemma 3.5 to To-spaces holds. So 
suppose W = while b do S od is an iteration and let C be a context. Then using (1) 
it follows exactly as in the proof of the lemma that ab(%?[C[ W,,]lJ) is increasing 
and has ab(%[C[ W]J) as an upper bound. Let y be any other upper bound and 
suppose ab(%[C[IV]D) is in an open set V. Now since both ab and g’[CJ are 
continuous we have by (2) that 

So almost every ab(%?[C[ W,]n) is in Vand so too, therefore, is y. This proves that 
ab(%:[C[ w]]) E y and so that the conclusion of Lemma 3.5 holds, as required. 
Using this we can now follow the proof of Theorem 3.4 word for word. 

Nivat [2 I] and de Bakker and Zucker [ 151 proposed the use of complete metric 
spaces and the Banach fixed-point theorem. Let us see there is no least fixed-point 
semantics %: Corn + X with a continuous full abstraction function ab: X -+ Y, 
where X is a complete metric space, such that for any iteration command W = 
while B do S od the function + = %T[if B then S; [ ] else skip Iin is contracting. 
Note that in this context least fixed point means unique fixed point and by the 
Banach fixed-point theorem for any x in X 

lim V(x) = P[IVJ, 

and taking x = %:[Qn we see that (2) holds. By the general remarks it remains to 
establish (1) for such a % and ab. 

PROOF OF (1). Let C be a context and S be a command. Define S,, as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.4. Then taking x to be %? [Sn in the above, we see that lim %‘l[S,,n 
= e[Qn, since @‘@?[SJ) = $?[&,I. But since both @?[Cg and ab are continuous, 
it follows that 

limab(P[C[S,J) = ab(%?[C[n]n). 

Now, just as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, completeness implies that the 
ab(E?[C[S,]n) are all equal to ab(%?[C[S]n), and (1) follows by a remark in the 
above notes. 

In [ 151 de Bakker and Zucker provide a semantics and an abstraction function 
satisfying all the above conditions, except that the abstraction function is not 
continuous. 

4. Proof Theory 

In this section we consider a Hoare-like proof system for the total correctness of 
programs; we demonstrate its soundness, and give a relative completeness theorem 
after the fashion of Cook (see [2] for a survey of results of this kind). The programs 
are the usual while programs, but an additional random assignment x := ? is 
allowed. For considerations of partial correctness of this language, it is enough to 
add the axiom of random assignment given below to the usual system for while 
programs to obtain a sound and complete Hoare-like proof system. This contrasts 
with the proof systems for total correctness that we consider here, for which 
additionally the while rule has to be modified so that the loop counter ranges over 
countable ordinals instead of natural numbers. 

Our assertion language L contains two sorts: data (for program data) and ord 
(for ordinals); we assume as given some constants and function and predicate 
symbols, including a constant 0, of sort ord, and a binary predicate symbol < over 
ord. We use x, y, z as variables of sort data; a, p, y as variables of sort ord; and u 
as a variable of sort data or ord. t ranges over terms, which are built up from 
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variables, constants, and function symbols in the usual way. We use p, q, r to range 
over L-formulas; L also includes second-order set variables a, 6, c, . . . . These set 
variables are of arbitrary arity and sort. We write p(al, . . . , a,,,, ul, . . . , u,) to 
show some free variables of p (and perhaps not all). We write a(tl , . . . , t,J instead 
of the atomic formula (t,, . . . , f,,) E a; such a formula is wellfirmed if the sorts 
and number of the terms tl, . . . , t, agree with the sort and arity of a. Formulas 
are built up from these atomic formulas and from the usual atomic formulas 
P(t,,..., t,) (where P is a predicate symbol and the arity of P and the sorts of the 
ti agree) by the usual Boolean connectives (conjunction, disjunction, and negation) 
and by quantification over variables of sorts data and ord. Although set variables 
cannot be quantified over, they can be bound by the least fixed-point operator. We 
use the following notation first introduced by Gurevich in [ 191. For any formula 
Aa, UI, . . . . u,,), where a(ul, . . . , u,) and a(tl, . . . , t,,) are well-formed atomic 
formulas and every free occurrence of a in p is positive, the abstraction 

@I, - * -, tn) E wh, . . . , QP 

is also a formula. 
A positive (respectively, negative) occurrence of a set variable in a formula is 

defined in the usual way, with the additional stipulation that an occurrence of a 
set variable in the new formula is positive (respectively, negative) if it is so in p. (In 
other words, an occurrence is positive if it is within the scope of an even number 
of negation signs.) The free variables of the new formula are those of tl , . . . , t, and 
the variables of p other than a, uI, . . . , un. Thus, the least fixed-point operator 
bmdsa,u,,..., u”. This assertion language is based on the p-calculus of Hitchcock 
and Park [23]. The main difference is that we allow ordinals. This specific choice 
of the assertion language is needed only for completeness, as the soundness should 
hold for any reasonable assertion language. 

Now we can finish specifying the syntax of our programming language. For 
convenience we only consider a fixed finite set of data variables, Var = (x,, . . . , 
&I. Boolean expressions are taken to be those quantifier-free L-formulas whose 
variables are all in Var and whose symbols have sorts only involving data. Atomic 
commands are taken to be of the form x := t (ordinary assignment), where all the 
symbols oft have sorts only involving data, or x := ? (random assignment). 

Before turning to semantic issues, we give our logic and work out an example. 
The formulas of the logic are all L-formulas, together with all those of the form 

(PI s (41 

(the latter meaning that, for all values of parameters, if CJ is a state satisfying p, 
then every execution sequence of S from u terminates and ends in a state satisfying 
q). The axioms and rules of the logic are as follows: 

(1) assignment 

tPw-w := tIPI 

where p[t/x] is the result of substituting t for all free occurrences of x in p. 
(2) random assignment 

(Plx := ?l PI, 

provided x is not free in p. 
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(3) if-then-else rule 
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(4) composition rule 

(5) while rule 

~(a) A 0 < a + B, l ~(a) A 0 < a1S(% < (Y . p(B)), P(O) + 1B 
(hp(cr)) while B do S od (p(O)) 

. 

We call p(a) the loop invariant. 
(6) consequence rule 

P --, P’, (P’l S (4’1, 4’ + 4 
(PI S 141 - 

Call the above system T; we write F l-T (p] S (q} to mean that (p) S (q) can be 
proved in T from the formulas in F. The random assignment axiom was introduced 
by Hare1 [20]. The above while rule is a straightforward generalization of the 
following while rule for total correctness of the usual while programs given in [20]. 

(7) while rule ZZ 

P(& + 1) + B, (~(a + 1)) S ( P(C& P(O) + 1B 
(3xp(cu)) while B do S od (p(O)) ’ 

(A slightly different vocabulary is assumed here-a ranges here over natural 
numbers.) We show in a moment that while rule II is not suffkient for proofs of 
total correctness of the programs considered here. 

Another problem that arises here is that of expressibility of total correctness of 
(countably) nondeterministic programs in the dynamic logic considered by Hare1 
[20]. Total correctness of deterministic programs can be expressed in deterministic 
dynamic logic (DDL) by the formula p + (S)q, equivalent to our (p) S (4). 
However, for the case of nondeterministic programs, this formula is not equivalent 
to (p] S (q) since the modality “( )” expresses only existence of a terminating 
computation. To overcome this problem, Hare1 [20] introduces a formula loop, 
stating existence of infinite computations. 

In the dynamic logic augmented by this formula, total correctness of nondeter- 
ministic programs can be expressed. Hare1 [20] provides an arithmetically sound 
and complete axiomatization of this logic, but for the case of programs admitting 
bounded nondeterminism only. Our completeness result suggests how to obtain a 
sound and relatively complete axiomatization of this logic in the presence of 
random assignment. 

As an example proof in T, consider the following program: 

S = while B do SO od, 
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where 

B=x=OVO<y 

and 

,S,,=ifx=Otheny:=?;x:= lelsey:=y- Ifi 

(see [ 16, chap. 91). 

We now wish to prove in T that (true) S ( y = 0) holds. To this end we assume 
L contains equality symbols of all sorts, the language of Peano arithmetic (with a 
predecessor function), a one-argument (conversion) function T of sort (data, ord), 
and a constant w of sort ord. In the proof we use logical consequences of the laws 
of equality, the axioms of Peano arithmetic, and the following formulas: 

(1) u=o. 
(2) vx, y.(X = p + x = y). 
(3) vx, y.(X < p c* x < y). 
(4) Vx.(Z < w). 

Define p(a) by 

p(a) = (x = 0 --* a = w) A (x # 0 + a = 9). 

Intuitively speaking, for a state u, ~(a)(c) holds if (Y is the smallest ordinal bigger 
than or equal to the number of possible iterations performed by the loop when 
started in c. 

We now show that p(a) is a loop invariant (to apply the while rule). 

(1) Clearlyp(cy)AO<ck0~x=OVOCy. 
(2) We first show 

(p(a) A 0 < Q A x = 0)y := ?; x = 1 (38 < (Y.p(P)) (*I 

by showing that 

[p(a) A 0 < a A x = 0] -+ Vy.3p < a.p(P)[l/x] 

is true: p(a) A x = 0 implies (Y = w. So for any y put /3 = i): then ,f3 < a! and 
PUN 1 /xl holds. 

Next we show 

(p(a) A 0 < a A x# 0) y := y - 1 ($3 < a.~(P)1. (**I 

We have 

p(a)AO<aAx#O-+a=~AO<yAx#O 
+ a = j7 A 0 < y A p(y - l)[y - l/y] 
- 3 < WUNY - l/VI, 

which justifies (* *). 
From (*) and (* *) by the if-then-else rule . 

(~(a) A 0 < 4 so (33 < w(P)1 

holds. 
(3) Clearly p(O) --, (x # 0 A y = 0) + -B. 
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By the while rule 

i ~a.P(a)J s l PW 

holds. Both %.p(a) and p(O) + y = 0 hold: So by the consequence rule 

(true)S(y=O) 

also holds. 
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It is easy to sketch why while rule II is not sufficient to prove the formula 
(true) S ( y = 0) from arithmetical assumptions. Suppose otherwise. For some 
formula p(a), we would then have 

(i) The following formulas are true: 

Pb + 11-4 P(O) --, -7 

(ii) (p(a + 1)) SO (p(a)) holds. 

Soundness of T with rule (5) replaced by rule (7) implies that (~(a + 1)) So 
(p(a)) is true when interpreted in the domain of natural numbers. Now take a 
state a; for some (Ye, po(ao)(a) holds. It is now easy to see that (i) and (ii) imply 
that (~0 is equal to the number of loop iterations performed by the program S when 
started in u. However, this is not true as for the state c satisfying x = 0; such a 
number ,(Y~ does not exist. 

It is also clear that a modification of rule (7) obtained by replacing (p(a + 1)) S 
(p(n)) by (p(a) A 0 < (Y) S (3p < a.~(@)) does not save the situation either. These 
remarks are greatly generalized in Theorem 5.4 below. 

The use of parameterized loop invariants combines the technique of using 
loop invariants and loop counters. The while rule II thus uses integer-valued loop 
counters as opposed to the while rule from T, which uses ordinal-valued loop 
counters. The insufficiency of integer-valued loop counters to prove the above 
formula {true) S ( y = 01 was first observed by Back [9]. 

The use of ordinal-valued loop counters was in fact proposed already in Floyd 
[ 181. In the proof-theoretic framework it was first incorporated by Manna and 
Pnueli in [24], where so-called convergence functions, with range being a well- 
founded set, are used. In the framework of weakest precondition semantics, the 
use of ordinal-valued loop counters was advocated in Boom [ 111. 

We now pass to the problem of soundness and completeness of T and consider 
interpretations Z of L. These are ordinary two-sorted second-order structures, but 
subject to the following four conditions: 

(1) The domain Zdatu of sort data is countable. 
(2) The domain ZO,d of sort ord is an initial segment of the ordinals. 
(3) The constant 0 denotes the least ordinal, and the related symbol < denotes the 

strict ordering of the ordinals, restricted to lord. 
(4) The domain of each of the set sorts (s,, . . . , s,) contains all sets of the 

appropriate kind, that is, all subsets of IS, X - - - x I,,, n 2: 0, Si E (data, ord). 

Let us fix on such an interpretation Z and finish specifying the semantics of our 
programming language. The set of states is 

x = &m 

(remember there are k variables Xj); we use u to range over elements of the set of 
states. Let 7~ range over maps from all L-variables, other than those in Var, to 
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elements of Z-domains of the appropriate sort. We write 

z k,, P 

to mean that p is true in Z when the free variables of p denote the values specified 
by a and a; we write Z l= p for Va, u. Z k,,,p. The notation (x, u)[Ql/al, . . . , 
Qm/am, Wl, . . . , in/u,,] is used to denote ?r ‘, u’, where K’ is obtained from ?r by 
altering its value at each a,+ to Qk and at each UI, not in Var, to i/; 6’ is obtained 
by similarly altering the values of u at every coordinate j, to ij if Uj is xj. We make 
use of similar notation for r and u alone. 

The truth relation Z l=r,d p is defined in the usual way by induction. The only 
nonstandard case is when p is of the form (t,, . . . , tn) E Z.U.Z(U~, . . . , u,).r. We then 
Put 

1 bp iff 1 ~[R/o],o @I, . . . , &d, 

where 

R = PQ G (Loll, x - - - x Lort,).~<il, . . . , in) I Z kkn)[Q/a,il/ut ,..., i&l ri. 

Here sort; is the sort of variable ui, and we use the ~1 notation of Section 2. 
So Z L,, p holds iff the denotation of the tuple (t,, . . . , t,) belongs to the least 

fixed point of the operator a, defined over Z by the formula r (and the variables a, 
UI,..*, u,). That is, 

a(Q) = ((iI, . . . , in) 1 1 k,dQ/a,i,/ul ,...+ in/u.1 de 

We omit the (routine) proof that % is monotonic since a occurs positively in the 
formula r. 

The definition of 9: BExp + (A’ + (tt, ff)) is now obvious, and for .QZ we have 

Jax := mu) = bv~al(4/xlL 
using an obvious notation and 

d[x := ?](u) = (u’ 1 3i E Zdara.u’ = u[l/x]) 

(note that condition 1 on the countability of Idora is implicitly used here). 
Now all four semantics considered in the previous section are at our disposal; 

we concentrate on the weakest precondition semantics %Y. For the true of Hoare 
assertions we put, for any p, ?r, 

[PIT = b I z L7 PI, 

and then 

k (~1 S (41 iff V~.[Plr c wLsn[c?3~. 

By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 this is the same as 

bl PI S[sl 
iff VT, U[UE [p],+(Scannotdivergefrom u A Vu’((S, a) +* (skip, a’) 

+ u’ E kIlr)l, 
which is the usual definition of total correctness. We write Th(Z) for the set of all 
sentences true in Z (as usual); It will also prove helpful to use [plrjx as an 
abbreviation for [ p]nIxlal. 

We now prove the following soundness theorem. 
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SOUNDNESS THEOREM. For any formulas p, q, of L and command S if 

7WI) 0) S (4L 

then 

l=I IPI s (4). 

PROOF. We only consider the cases of the random assignment axiom and the 
while rule, since the others are standard. 

(1) We have to show that for any p such that x is not free in p, and for any ?r 

[p]7r c wux := ?N[Plr). 

It is easy to see that for any a 

wI[x := ?n([pln) = bJ 1 vi E Idara, C[i/xl E [PIT] 

= [pll, (since x is not free in p). 

(2) Assume 

(i) Ikp(a)AO<a-,B; 
(ii) Va(Ma) A 0 < aI C NLSI(FP < a@)lTN; 

(iii) i k p(0) + 1B. 

We are to show that 

V?r([3a.p(a)], G WItwhile B do S odJJ([p(O)],)). 

Now fix an arbitrary a. 
By the definition of SY’ we have 

W[while B do S odlj([p(O)],) = pQ.+(Q), 

where 

a(Q) = WI, n ~EsIl(QN n (f-L n [PUX). 

Assume by induction hypothesis that, for K < X, (K, X E k), we have 

[PI,/, G tiQ.+(Q>. 
Thus 

U [PIA/, C_ PQ.*(Q)> u<x 

where, by convention, the set on the left-hand side is empty if X = 0. By the 
monotonicity of + 

@ 
( ) 

U [pin/x C PQ.WQ). N-CA 

On the other hand, we have by (i)-(iii) 

so finally 
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that is, 

as required. Cl 

We now pass to the problem of completeness of our proof system. First we 
introduce some notation. If p(a) and q(u,, . . . , u,) are formulas such that 
ah,..., un) is a well-formed atomic formula and a does not occur free in q, then 
by pbbh, . . - , u,)] we denote a formula obtained from p in the following way. 
First rename all variables ofp bound by quantifiers or the least fixed-point operator 
p that happen to occur free in Vu,, . . . , u,q(u,, . . . , u,). Then replace each 
subformula a@,, . . . , t,J of p(a) by q(t,, . . . , tn), meaning the formula obtained 
from q by substituting t,, . . . , t, for uI, . . . , u,,, renaming bound variables of q if 
need be. The following lemma clarifies this definition. 

LEMMA 4.1. We have 

where 

1 k,, P[awul, . . . , %I)] iff I k[A/al,o P, 

A = ((il, . . . , in) I I ~(r,n)[i,/u i,..., in/u,] q(u1, f f . , &)I. 

PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of the formula p and 
the details are omitted. 0 

As with the remarks on the truth definition of P formulas, we see that any 
formula p(u, x1, . . . , xk), where a is a k-ary set variable of sort (dutu)k and where 
XI, *a*, xk are the elements of Var defines for any ?r an operator (p)g 9(X) -+ 
P(X) where 

(PI,(Q) = 1~ E X II Lro/a~,s ~(u, XI, . . . , x/J. 

And if a always occurs positively in p, then ( pjn is a monotonic operator. 
Recall that if ( p)* is monotonic, then (p): is defined by induction by the 

formula 

Since X is countable, the sequence ( ( p) i)x stabilizes at a countable ordinal. 
In the subsequent investigations we need to consider a formula defining this 

sequence. The other result needed concerns definability of the weakest precondition 
semantics in the assertion language. It turns out that these definitions can be made 
in a greatly restricted subset of the language. We say that a formula p is positive iff 
in every subformula of the form (tl, . . . , t,J E pu(x,, . . . , x,). q occurs positively 
in p, every existential ordinal quantifier occurs positively, and every universal 
ordinal quantifier occurs negatively; and we say that a data formula is one whose 
symbols have sorts involving only data. 

LEMMA 4.2. DEFINABILITY LEMMA 

(1) For each command S there exists a positive data formula &(a, xl, . . . , xk) 
with free variables us indicated, where a is a k-ury set variable that ulwuys occurs 
positively in @.s such that for any R G X, 

u E ~lLNl(R) $- Ik[R/a],o @'.sb, XI, . . . > Xd. 
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(2) For each formula p(a, x1, . . , , xk) with k-ary set variable a always occurring 
positively, there exists a formula q(a, xl, . . . , xk) with, apart from cy and a, the 
same free variables as p such that for any ?r and h in Iord 

U E (p]; l$-- I kr[x/a],o da, xl, . . . , xk). 

Furthermore, ifp is positive, so is q. 

PROOF 

(1) Note first that, by assumption, all variables occurring in S are from the set 
Var=(xl,..., xk).IfSisx;:=?,then+sis 

Vz.a(x,, . . . , xj-1, 2, &+I, . . e 9 xk) A xi = xi. 

If S is xi := t, then @‘s is 

a(Xl, . . . , Xi-l, 1, X;+l, . . . , Xk) A X; = Xi. 

IfSisS,;&,then&is 

%,[a\@&h, . . . , yk)l* 

If S is if B then S1 else S2 Ii, then +S is 

@+%,(4x1, . . . . xk)) A (-B + @S&h xl, . . . , xk)). 

If S is while B do Si od, then +S is 

(XI,..., xk) E pb(x,, . . . , xk).[(iB A a(&, . . . ,x14 V (%,(b, XI, . . . , xk) A WI, 
where b is a fresh k-ary set variable. 

The claim can be straightforwardly justified on the ground of the definition of 
W. It is clear that all formulas constructed are positive-data formulas. 

(2) For any subset Q’ C &rd X X, let 

Q’(x) = b I (A, a> E Q’b 
Consider the following equation: 

R = (A, a) 1 x E I&, u E (P)=(:~ R(B))). 

Note that the set 

satisfies this equation by the definition of (~11. Moreover, it is the only set that 
satisfies this equation; if some Q’ satisfies it as well, then we have, by trans- 
finite induction, Q’(X) = Q(X) for all X E &,rd so that Q’ = Q. We also have for 
any x E &d 

(*) u Q(P) = (u 11 k[Q/b][X/m],c % < 4P, XI, . . . , xk)], 
o-=x 

where the variables b and a do not occur in p. Now 

(A, u) E Q, 
iff 

1 k[u,,Q(p)/a],o da, XI, . . . , Xk), 
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iff 

1 ~~[Q/bl[Xlal[Uec9(8)lal,~ da9 XI 9 . . . , xk), 

iff (by Lemma 4.1 and (*)) 

1 ~[Q/~I[x/~I,~ Aa\% < M% x1, . . . , sJlh9 . . . , a). 
We thus see that Q is the only set satisfying the equation 

R = (( A, U) I Z k[~/bl[~/~],~ p[aW < ab(P, XI, . . . , x41(x1, . . . , ~4. 
Now let 

d%Xl, . . . ..vJ 
=def (CT xl, . . . , xk) E h&@, xl, . . . , X&b\% < &h xl, . . . ) &)I. 

(Note this is positive if p is.) 
We have by the definition for any r and X E Z& 

z k[h/a],o da, Xl, - - - , x/J, 

iff 

iff 

Z ~w~Iw~I.~ PbW < ~rb(B, xl, . . . , xd(x,, . . . , XI& 

(A, 6) E Q, 
iff 

which concludes the proof. El 

Note that in part (2), the formula q only defines ( p)$ insofar as this is possible 
with the ordinals in Z&. We now impose a condition in the interpretation to the 
effect that we have enough such ordinals. Let K(Z) be the supremum of the closure 
ordinals of the {p],, where p(a, x1, . . . , x,) is a positive data formula with free 
variables as indicated, including the k-ary set variable a. Then the assumption is 

(3) The domain Z,& contains all ordinals strictly less than K(Z), together with 
K(Z) if that is not a limit ordinal. 

An example interpretation satisfying these conditions can be constructed by 
chasing Z& and the interpretation of the constant, function, and predicate symbols 
whose sort involves only data; this determines the {p), and we can then take Zord 
to be K(Z) + 1; one can then till in the interpretation of 0, C, and the other symbols. 

Of course, we could just have taken Zord o t be the countable ordinals from the 
beginning and avoided all the fuss. But we can now obtain quite a strong complete- 
ness theorem. 

COMPLETENESS THEOREM. For any command S and form&as p, q if I=, ( p) S 
(q], then Th(Z) t-T (p) S (q j. Furthermore, if p, q are positive, then, in the 
applications of the proof rules involved in proving ( p] S (q), only positive formulas 
need to be chosen to instantiate the formula variables. 
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PROOF. Assume l=, ( p) S (q) holds. By induction on the structure of S we prove 
that Th(Z) l-T (p) S (q) holds. 

Suppose S is x := ?. Then, I l= p 3 Vxq and, by the random assignment axiom, 
Th(Z) l-T (Vx.q] x := ? (Vx.q), so by the consequence rule, Th(Z) l-r- (~1 x := ? {q). 
(Note that Vxq is positive if q is.) 

The case of the assignment statement and the if-then-else construct are clear. 
Suppose that S is S, ; &. It is easy to see that both E,(p) St {r) and l=,(r) Sz {q) 

hold for any formula r such that for all T 

The existence of such a formula follows from Lemma 4.2.1: We can take for.r 
the formula 

%Ja\q(x~, . . . , xk)] 

(which is positive if q is). By the induction hypothesis and composition and the 
consequence rule 

TW I- (PI s1 ; 5’2 kd. 

The case in which S is while B do S1 od is the most complicated one. In order to 
prove (p] S (q), we have to apply the while rule and for this purpose find an 
appropriate loop invariant r(a). 

Consider first the positive data formula 

Pda,xl, . . . . xk) = 1B V &,(a, xl, . . . , xk), 

where a does not appear free in q or B. According to Lemma 4.2.2, the sequence 
( ( pI) ?) h can be defined by a positive formula ql(a). More precisely, there exists a 
positive formula ql(a, xl, . . . , xk) such that for any X E Zord 

1 ~[A/~I.~ qb, XI, . . . , xk) iff 0 E {Pl)i. 

Now define r by 

r(a, XI, . . . , xk) =def @(a, xl, . . . , xk) A @&\&I, . . . , xk)] A (0 < a! t* B) 

(and note that r is positive if q is). We now prove that r is a loop invariant. 
To this end we have to establish three facts: 

6) Z I= r(0) + 1B. 

(ii) Z I= (r(a) A 0 < a) SI (36 < w-(p)). 

(iii) Zl=r(a)AO<a!+B. 

Both (i) and (iii) follow from the definition of r(a). To prove (ii), we have to 
show that for any X > 0, X E Zurd, and ?r 

Assume that for any X and K 



We have by the definition of r 

b-L/h = bJ4 n WNl([~l=) n PIT 
(by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.1 and as X > 0) 

= ~PdJ lP&) l-l ~l[m[ql=) f-l PIT \&A 
(by the definition of (pi];) 

= 
( 
[lB], u 22 “iLml 

( >) 
UA iIh1: f-7 hum n m 

. 
(by the definition of pr , and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.1) 

= ZqS,] u 
( ip11: K<h )I 

n ~u~dwufw~m~ f-7 ~a 

(by the definition of W[S]) 
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=wmn (( 1 ,c;', tp,l: n ~bmkm 1 f-7 m 
(as Y[S] is a predicate transformer) 

G wbsn U [rid, ( 1 (by the above assumption). 
x<h 

It remains to prove the above assumption. 
To this end it is enough to prove by induction on K that 

(*I [r],j0 U [rlO,j, = (lid: n ipd:) n wmkm. 
In the case K = 0 we see by the definition of p, that 

{P,E = wiI, u wusdw 
= i-1, (by the law of the excluded miracle), 

and so, by the definition of r that 

Md0 = w% n mmkm, 

establishing (*) for K = 0. 
In the case K > 0 we calculate 

[rL/ou [rllr~x=([~Bl,~~~~n([~l~))u (i~d:n ~iI~ll(M~)~ PIA 
=ww i~d:)n ~mml~~ 
= (i~~l”n u ipd:) f-7 msn([m. 

From (i)-(iii), it follows by the while rule and the induction hypothesis that 

Th(l) l--T (ila.r(a)J while B do S, od (r(O)). 

On the other hand 

l+(p) while B do SI od (q) 
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and so 

,759 

V?r.[p], G WEwhile B do SI odl([qll,) 
= ~~sn(w n ~mka-) 
=~~sn~x)n~~~n~~~i~~ 
= (pR.( p,J,(R)) rl w[S]l([q]T) (by definition ofW) 
=Ayed b~w-m~nmi~~ (by assumption 5 on I) 

= ,,cI b-h 
(by the assumption 

cd established above) 
= [Zl.r(Ly)],. 

so 
Z = p + %.r(a). 

Also 

[r]rlo = [iBIT n W[Sg([q]p) (by the definition of W[Sg). 

Thus by the consequence rule 

Th(Z) l--T (p) while B do S1 od (41 as required. cl 

The use of such a powerful language as our p-calculus contrasts with the usual 
situation [2, 201 in which a first-order language containing the language of Peano 
arithmetic suffices to obtain completeness. As we see in the next section, that will 
not do here. The p-calculus gives the needed extra expressive power, as evidenced 
by the Definability Lemma; with this, no extra expressiveness assumption on the 
interpretation is needed. On the other hand, the calculus has somewhat too much 
expressive power, and we have given a sublanguage-the positive formulas-for 
which completeness still holds; in the next section, we give some evidence that this 
language is of the right recursion-theoretic strength. The only real difference 
between our language and that of Hitchcock and Park [23] lies in the use of 
ordinals. Now using the Definability Lemma we can see that 

WP) S (4) ifl Z I= P + @daWx~, . . . , xdl, 

and so we have the following sound and complete “proof system”: 

p + % [a\q(xl, . . . , xdl 
(PI s (41 

for all formulas p and q; further, it does not use the ordinal sort at all, as long as p 
and q contain no symbols involving this sort. Thus, in principle, we can work 
entirely within Hitchcock and Park’s language. However, we wanted to obtain a 
natural proof system, with syntax-directed proof rules; we also wanted to investigate 
the natural generalization of the standard while rule 11 to ordinals. It should be 
possible to find a system using definable well-founded relations rather than ordinals, 
and thereby work entirely within Hitchcock and Park’s language. It might also be 
of interest to see if a completeness result is possible using a two-sorted first-order 
language of data and ordinals. 
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5. Recursion- Theoretic Results 
In this section we gather results concerning the recursion-theoretic complexity of 
the constructs studied in the previous sections. To this purpose we assume that the 
domain of data values Idata is N, the set of natural numbers. 

We fix the programming language as in Section 4 (but without limiting ourselves 
to any particular set of variables). Additionally, we adopt the following reasonable 
assumption: All functions and relations used in the expressions are recursive (i.e., 
effectively calculable), and the usual functions and relations of Peano arithmetic 
are available in the language. 

In 5.1 we show that the halting problem for our language is II ] complete 
(Theorem 5.2), also noting what ordinals are associated with the computation trees 
of always halting computations (Theorem 5.1). In 5.2 we characterize the state 
transformations and predicate transformers definable in our language (Theorem 
5.2). These last two results are restatements within our framework of Chandra’s 
Theorem 2 [ 131. Finally in 5.3 we discuss the recursion-theoretic complexity of 
our assertion language and also refine the completeness theorem of the last section 
showing (Theorem 5.3) what ordinals are needed in proofs. 

5.1. THE HALTING PROBLEM. In the subsequent considerations we use various 
results from recursion theory. To make the paper self-contained, we briefly recall 
the definitions and results we need. All of them can be found, for example, in [32]. 
We assume the standard coding mechanism that assigns to each finite sequence 
ml,..., mk of natural numbers its code (ml, . . . , mk) being a natural number; if 
misthecodeofmi,..., m,+, then m 69 y1 is the code of ml, . . . , mk, n. By (m) we 
denote the partial recursive function with index m. 

Definition 5.1. A tree is a set of finite sequences of natural numbers, closed 
under subsequences, partially ordered under the relation is an extension of A tree 
is well-founded if it does not contain an infinite descending sequence, that is, if its 
partial ordering is well founded. A tree is recursive if the set of codes of its elements 
is recursive. 

With each well-founded relation we can associate ordinals in a standard way. 
First ordinal 1 is attached to all its minimal elements. Next we proceed by a 
transtinite induction and attach to a nonminimal element a, the ordinal Ord(a) 
being sup((Ord(b) + 1 ] b < a)), which is the least ordinal greater than any attached 
to a lower element. When the partial ordering is a tree, the ordinal attached to the 
root of the tree (if nonempty, and zero, otherwise) is the ordinal associated with 
the tree, called the height of the tree. 

Now an ordinal is recursive if it is a height of a recursive well-founded tree. 
There are many equivalent definitions of the recursive ordinals, and the reader is 
referred to [32] for more information. 

A set A C N is II! if for some first-order definable (in the language of second- 
order Peano arithmetic with relation variables [4]) relation R G J x N 

mEAt,VaR(a,m), 

for all m E N. (Here Jf is the set of all subsets of N.) A set A is Z] iff N - A is II]. 
Now let 

T = (m ] {m) is the characteristic function of a well-founded 
recursive tree). 

The following fact will be needed in what follows. 
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FACT 5.1. (Rogers [32]): T is a complete II; set (completeness here meaning 
that any other IIt set is recursively one-one reducible to T). 

We now relate the material on recursive ordinals and II] predicates to our 
programming language. For any configuration (S, u) the converse of the relation 
+* restricted to {(S’, a’) ] (S, u) --** (S’, a’)) is well-founded iff S cannot 
diverge from U, as described above. The ordinal so associated is clearly recursive as 
it is also the ordinal of the execution tree, Exec(& a), of ( S, u ). This tree is by 
definition the set of finite sequences (S, a) = (SO, UO) + . . . + (S,,, a,) ordered 
by the supersequence ordering; it can be considered a tree in the sense of Definition 
5.1 via a standard coding of configurations, and as such the explicit description of 
the operational semantics given in Section 3 makes it clear that it is a recursive 
tree. 

Conversely, we can write a command to search a given recursive tree systemati- 
cally. Let Tree be the command written informally as 

y := 0; u := ( ); 
while y = 0 do 

if (xl u = 0 then y := 1 fi; 
v := ? u := u 8 v; 

od; 
u := ?; u := (x)u 

Note that the test of whether (x)u = 0 can take arbitrarily many steps and need 
not even terminate. Indeed Tree always terminates from u iff u(x) is the code of a 
recursive well-founded tree (the last two commands are to check the totality of 
(u(x))). Moreover, consideration of the resulting execution tree shows that it must 
have an associated ordinal p with a! < 0 5 w.a! + 1, where (Y is the ordinal of the 
well-founded tree coded by u(x). Summarizing this discussion, we have proved 

THEOREM 5.1. The ordinals associated with well-founded execution trees are 
recursive. Conversely, for any recursive ordinal, (Y, there is an execution tree with 
ordinal /I with (Y < /3 5 W.(Y + 1. 

A similar, but slightly weaker, result has been proved by J. Stavi. The reason for 
the “u-blowup” of LY is that we simulate passing from one node of the tree to 
another by finitely many steps of computation. Since (S, U) always terminates iff 
its execution tree is well founded, we see that, modulo a standard coding, the 
halting set 

H = ( ( S, u ) ] ( S, u ) always terminates) 

is II!. What is more, we have 

THEOREM 5.2. The set H is complete II]. 

PROOF. We have already noted that H is II]. Next we know from the above 
discussion that an integer m is in T iff the program Tree always terminates from 
u[m/x]. The conclusion follows from Fact 5.1. Cl 

An alternative characterization of II] sets in terms of unbounded nondetermin- 
ism is provided by Hare1 and Kozen [21] where the key concept is the notion of 
acceptance instead of termination. They consider infinitely broad AND/OR trees 
and concentrate on definability issues only. 

5.2 DEFINABILITY. We now characterize those state transformations and 
predicate transformers that are definable by commands. We make use of 
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commands with more than k variables and put Xl = N’ (for 1~ k). Define the 
functions & -Ok, 1 --, X, ---“I, k + & for 1 L k by Ok,&,, . . . , xk) = 
(xl, . . . , xk, 0, . ..,O)andX/& I,..., x,)=(x ,,..., xk). 

Definition 5.2. A state transformation m in ETx,J, (respectively, STX,,~,) 
is definable iff there is a command S with 1 > k variables such that m = 
?Tlk ’ %-[s] ’ ok,, (respectively, ?Tlk ’ 99l[S] ’ Ok,/). 

Thus, we allow ourselves extra variables; this is done to avoid coding problems 
and would clearly not be needed in an extension of our programming language, 
which had a block structure (for example). 

Definition 5.3. A predicate transformer p is definable iff there is a command S 
with I r k variables such that p = ?T/,k 0 W[S] 0 Ok,, (where the evident extensions 
to sets of K/,k and Ok.1 are intended). 

We need to write one more program. 

LEMMA 5.1. For any recursively enumerable relation R G Nk x N”, there is a 
command & defining the functionfi Nk + 8(N!i) where 

f(m ,,..., mk)= [fy ,... ,nk)l(R(ml,...,mk,nl,...,nk)l (ifthis is not 0) 
(otherwise). 

PROOF. To every re set, there effectively corresponds a partial recursive function 
whose range is the given re set and which is total iff the set is nonempty. Therefore, 
there is a recursive function h such that h( ( ml, . . . , mk)) is an index of a recursive 
partial function that corresponds in this way to 

IVh, . . . , nk) I R(ml, . . . , mk, nl, . . . , nk% 

So we can take SR to be the command, 

r := ?; X := {h((x,, . . . , Xk))}(r); X1 := (X)1; . . . ; xk := (x)k. 0 

THEOREM 5.3. DEFINABILITY 

(1) A state-transformation m in ET is definable $R,,, is recursively enumerable 
and ((ml, . . . , mk> I (ml, . . . , mk) E T,,,) is IIt (here rel(m) = (R,,,, T,) as in 
Section 2.2). 

(2) A state-transformation, m, in ST is definable ifffor some recursively enumer- 
ableRwehaveR,=RU(T&X Y)andalso((ml,...,mk)I(ml,...,mk)ET,) 
is IIt (here rel(m) = (R,,,, T,) as in Section 2.2). 

(3) A predicate transformer p is definable trfor some recursively enumerable R 
and II! set T we have 

p(B)= ((ml, . . . . mk)I(ml, . . . . mk) E TandR(m,, . . ..mk)EB). 

PROOF 

(1) Suppose m is definable by a command S. Then, as the binary relation 
(S, a) +* (skip, a’) on states is clearly recursively enumerable, so is R,. Also, 
since His IIf from Theorem 5.2, so is T,,,. 

Conversely, suppose we have that R, is recursively enumerable and that 
i(ml, . . . , mk) I (ml, . . . , mk) E T,,, 1 is IIf. Since T is complete IIf, there is a 
recursive function g such that (ml, . . . , mk) E T, iff g((m,, . . . , mk)) E T. 
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Now we can see that m is defined by the command 
v := ? 
ifv=Othenx:=g((xl,...,xk));Treefi; 
S &I 

763 

Note that the above assertions depend for their validity on Theorem 3.2. 
(2) Immediate from Part (1) and the remarks on the relational approach in 

Section 2.2 and Theorem 3.1. 
(3) Immediate from Part (2) and the remarks on the relational approach in 

Section 2.3 and Theorem 3.3. (One small point is that, given R and T satisfying 
the formula, it follows from the fact that p(0) = 0 by the law of the excluded 
miracle that, if (ml, . . . , mk) E T, then R(m,, . . . , mk) # 0.) Cl 

Note that there is no conflict with Church’s thesis, which only relates to 
computable partial functions. In fact it follows from Part (1) of Theorem 5.3 that 
any definable partial function is partial recursive. A more interesting question is 
whether to extend the notion of computability to the present kind of nondetermin- 
ism (Chandra’s possibility (C) [ 131). We incline to this view since the II] phenomena 
arise from an abstraction from reality for which we do not care to specify which 
oracle (giving values for random assignments) actually occurs. 

To relate Part (3) of the Theorem to a standard concept, recall that an operator 
a: 9(Nk) 4 S(Nk) is II] iff, for some first-order definable (in the language of 
Peano arithmetic) relation R C Jy X S(Nk) X N”, 

u E (P(X) = VaR(a, X, u). 

COROLLARY 5.1. For any command S the predicate transformer Wi[S] is a II! 
monotonic operator. 

PROOF. Immediate from Part (3) of Theorem 5.3. Cl 

5.3 PROOF THEORY. The assertion language we used in the proof of the 
completeness theorem in Section 4 is quite powerful. It is instructive to see that 
some simpler assertion languages are not sufficient to obtain completeness. Take, 
for example, the language of Peano arithmetic and its standard interpretation J1/. 
Note that for any linitistic proof system G the set 

(iPi s (411 ‘W4 FG iPI s k?ll 
is recursively enumerable in a At set and so is itself Af. 

On the other hand, the set 

{{PI s (ql I b/v {PI s (4)) 

is II] complete since the II] complete set H from Section 5.1 can be reduced to it 
by 

(s, a) E H iff bN (xl = Ul A --- A xk = Uk] s (tme), 

and moreover the set itself is II] since 

I= (PI s 141 iff Vr, u[(JZ/k,,p+ (S, a) E H) 
A ((S, a) +* (skip, a’) -+ N k,, q)]. 

This should be contrasted with the situation in the case of programs S admitting 
only bounded nondeterminism where there is completeness relative to Th(X) (see 
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[3]). Indeed then, the set 
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is A], since the corresponding halting set H is then recursively enumerable. 
The power of our assertion language is also reflected in the complexity of the 

truth relation of the standard model IS1 in the case of an assertion language being 
an extension of Peano arithmetic. 

The model I,* contains all natural numbers, recursive ordinals, and all sets of the 
appropriate kind. As we shall see, Th(l,) is at least IIt and, we conjecture, lies 
within A:. We can characterize the complexity of the subcollection of positive 
formulas. Recall that a formula of second-order Peano arithmetic is II] iff it has 
the,forrn Va.p where only first-order quantifiers appear in p. 

LEMMA 5.2. From every positive formula with no free ordinal variables, there 
is effectively obtainable a II t formula of second-order arithmetic defming the same 
relation over the natural numbers and relations (using the standard model for both 
cases). 

PROOF. First we sketch how to translate the positive formulas into positive data 
formulas. To this end we interpret the ordinals as the set Tof codes of characteristic 
functions of well-founded trees by means of a positive data formula O(x), translat- 
ing ordinal quantifiers VCX and ~CX by the restricted natural number quantifiers 
(Vx.O(x) --j - - +) and (3x.0(x) A - - -). It is here that the restrictions on the 
occurrences of ordinal quantifiers in positive formulas are used to ensure the 
positivity of their translations. Then the ordinal constant 0 is interpreted by the 
code of the empty tree, and the relation (Y c p is interpreted by a formula L.(x, y) 
defining the relation x <* y over the integers (where x <* y iff x and y are in T 
and the height of the tree coded by x is strictly smaller than the height of the tree 
coded by y). 

To define O(x) within our assertion language, one notes that T is the least set of 
natural numbers such that 

xET iff W( ) = 0) V VY.(X I Y) E T, 

where (. ] .) is a recursive function such that for any nr , . . . , nk we have 

(xIyj(nl,. . ., nk) = (x)(y, nl,. . . , nk). 

So O(x) can be taken to be 

x E r4x).(~xl( > = 0 v VY.& I Y), 

making use of the usual abbreviating devices afforded by Peano arithmetic. For 
the formula L(x, y), we let x S* Y mean that x and y are in T and y <* x does not 
hold, and we note that <* and S* are the least pair of relations such that 

xc* y iff x E T A y E T A ((y)( ) = 1 A 3z.x I* y] z), 
x5* y iff XE TA yE TA ((x)( ).=O V Vz.x]z<* y); 

then we can use the least fixed-point operator to obtain a suitable formula 
M(x, y, z), where M(x, y, 0) defines <* and M(x, y, 1) defines s*, and that gives 
ux, Y). 
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Finally we note that least fixed-point formulas (tl , . . . , tn) E pa(x,, . . . , xn) can 
be translated as 

Va.Vx, . - . Vx,(p’ +- a(x,, . . . , xn)) + a(tl, . . . , t,) 

(where p’ is the translation of p), and one sees that applying this to a positive data 
formula results in a formula of second-order arithmetic that can be brought into 
II1 form. Cl 

We see from the lemma, that since the true II] sentences of second-order 
arithmetic form a II f set, so do the positive sentences of our language. Furthermore, 
since the complete lIl set T is definable by a positive formula, we conclude that 
the sentences form a complete IIt set. If we are happy with the “proof system” 
outlined at the end of the previous section for formulas of the form (p) S (q) with 
p and q positive formulas, then we see that, at least in the case of arithmetic, our 
assertion language, restricted to the positive formulas, has exactly the right 
recursion-theoretic strength. However, the completeness theorem for the 
Hoare logic merely gives a reduction to the truth of sentences of the form 
vx,, . . . ) Vx,( p --j. q) where p and q are positive. The set of true sentences is more 
complicated than IIf, since it includes the complete zf set of the formulas where q 
is (0 = 1) (but at least it is A:). We conjecture that this is the price paid for not 
having a structured proof system. Returning to the lemma, it can be shown that 
the converse also holds, and indeed what we have is a mild elaboration of the well- 
known fact that the inductive relations and the IIf relations coincide. 

We now study which ordinals are needed to prove the total correctness of the 
programs considered. Let Q denote the least nonrecursive ordinal. We need the 
following fact concerning monotonic II ] operators. 

FACT 5.2 (Spector [34]). If@ is a nt monotonic operator, then 1 + 1 I D where 
1 Cp 1 is the closure ordinal of + (see Section 2.1). 

We now prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5.4. Exactly all recursive ordinals are needed in the proofs of total 
correctness. 

PROOF. We show first that it is sufficient to restrict the range of ordinals in the 
while rule to all recursive ordinals. 

By Lemma 5.2 every monotonic operator definable by a positive data formula 
is a II! operator and hence, by Fact 5.2, has closure ordinal 10, which is a limit 
ordinal. So if Iord is Q, assumption (5) on Z is fulfilled, and the Completeness 
Theorem applies to I. 

Suppose now for contradiction that for some recursive ordinal a0 it is sufficient 
to restrict the range of ordinals needed in the while rule to ordinals z%. In Section 
5.1, we prove that for any recursive ordinal there exists a value m such that 
Exec(Tree, U) has associated ordinal >a when u(x) = m. 

Choose now q, such that Exec(Tree, a) is of height >W.(YO + 2 when g(x) = mo. 
We have (omitting to write I) 

l={x = m. A y = 0 A u = ( )) while y = 0 do S’ od (true), 

where 

S’ = if {x)(u) = 0 then y := 1 II; 
v := ?; u := u 8 v. 
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By the above claim there exists an assertion r(cr) such that 

(i) x = mo A y = 0 A 24 = ( ) * 3a I aor( 
(ii) r(cy) A cu > 0 4 B, r(O)+ 1B. 

(iii) K{r((r) A (Y > 0) S’ (3D < crr(/3)). 

Let d be any state such that 

1=0 (x = M,, A y = 0 A u = ( )) (omitting to write the unnecessary P). 

Then Exec(while y = 0 do S’ od, 0) has associated ordinal >W.CUO. We now assign 
an ordinal to each node of this tree. By (i) for some (Y, lq, r(a). We assign w . (Y to 
the root of the tree; clearly (Y > 0. For any u’ such that 

(S’, a) +* (skip, a’); 

by (iii) lq,, r(P) holds for some p < CL To the corresponding node 

(while y = 0 do S’ od,) +* (while y = 0 do S’ od, u’), 

we assign the value w . @. Continuing this procedure from c’, we assign an ordinal 
to every node of this form. Now take a node 7 to which no ordinal has been 
assigned. By the form of S’ there exist two nodes TO and 71 in the execution tree of 
the above form such that ordinals have been assigned to TO and T] and T lies on a 
path connecting them. Let ,8 be the ordinal assigned to r. and let n be its distance 
from 7. We assign to T the ordinal /3 + n. 

In this way we find an order-preserving function from the execution tree 
into the ordinal a . ao. However, this is a contradiction because the least 
ordinal into which such a function exists is the height of this execution tree which 
is>w.ao. Cl 
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